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ABSTRACT

Title:

Social groups characterization and dynamics: a network science approach

Author:

Josemar Faustino da Cruz

Major Advisor:

Ronaldo Menezes, Ph.D.

Over the course of our lives, we tend to transition through many social groups.

From an early age, our first social group is our family, then we have our school-

mates, later in life, our coworkers, and likely another family. As we move from

one group to another, we embed ourselves in the dynamics of social groups’ losses

and gains of new members. These dynamics are a complex system of interactions,

which at scale, form the structural basis of our societies. In many years of sociolog-

ical research, the details of social group interactions remained poorly understood.

Certainly, not because of lack of importance, as they play a central role in society,

but rather because of the inherent complexity of the phenomena as well as the

scarcity of tools and data necessary to tackle the problem. The coming-of-age of

computing technology revolutionized the way we interact and communicate. As

our societies become more digitalized, we generate pieces of information which are

traces of our daily lives and social interactions. These traces contain the essence of

our social structures and represent the means of approaching previously unaddress-

able problems. In this dissertation, we leverage the power of data and computation

to uncover the patterns of group to group interaction and shed light on the dynam-

ics of social groups’ affiliation exchange. Our contribution is as follows, (1 ) first,

we designed an information-centered approach to evaluate the existing methods
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of identification of social groups in network data; (2 ) then, we show that we can

use affiliation exchange in the context of politics to infer the ideological leaning

of certain political groups, by modeling changes in ideology as a function of affil-

iation information; (3 ) and finally, we characterize the properties of group-group

interactions of academic affiliations and the implications in that specific context.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Social living is an intrinsic human characteristic which played a crucial role in our

history of success and dominance over other species [126]. As a social species, it is

natural for humans to form social groups [20]. Hence, group formation is a biolog-

ical trait that underlies the fundamental structure of societies. Social organization

is a decisive factor for the success of many other species (e.g. ants, bees, birds,

dolphins). However, when compared to these, our ability to cooperate within and

between groups occurs at a grander scale. Such scalability of cooperation, ubiq-

uitous in modern human societies, is directly related to the intricate and complex

dynamics of human social groups [52, 144].

Social groups encompass a broad definition of structures. For instance, social

groups can be short-lived, such as passengers on an airplane, or long-lasting such

as residents within a home-owner’s association. In this sense, we can classify social

groups according to the different purposes they serve in society. In the scope of

this work, we only consider mid to long-lasting social structures such as companies,

battalion units, universities, political parties, and others [20].
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Even social groups of the same class still present large variability, which is due

to many factors. The primary differentiation is related to the arrangement of the

“units” composing the group. Since groups are collections of different individuals,

they are bound to have different characteristics. However, these differences are

more subtle due to the structural and topological organization of individual rela-

tionships within the group [123]. As an analogy, if we consider two materials such

as graphite and diamond, despite being made from the same component – carbon

atoms – the topological structure of atomic connectivity gives rise to entirely dif-

ferent materials. Smaldino [155] exemplifies this concept in the social context by

comparing a battalion unit of the Roman Empire with the northern Barbarians (as

known to the Romans at the time). Individual Barbarian men were significantly

stronger, and the average Roman soldier was unlikely to win an one-on-one con-

frontation with a Barbarian. Nevertheless, a Roman legion of a few hundred men

could hold their ground against thousands of Barbarians. The Roman advantage

was in the disciplined and cohesive military structure within their group, while the

Barbarians charged in an uncoordinated manner.

As society evolves, the structure of social groups also changes [148]. In ancient

times, the social group of an individual was unique and relevant in all aspects

of her life. A person belonged to a single multi-faceted social group containing

the same set of people. Such group encompassed the family, the religion, and

the workplace [126]. Nowadays, social groups appear in multidimensional forms

in society. People are part of different affiliations which are related to different

environments of their life. We still think of a family as a primary social group, but

a company where one works is a different one. Similarly, a university, a sports club,

or a political party, are also social groups we might belong [29, 104]. Regardless

2



of the environment, for decades, social scientists have recognized the importance

of studying group dynamics [20, 81, 3]. That is because we perceive affiliations to

groups as part of one’s identity. For instance, when someone says “Person A is a

democrat” or “Person A is a marine”, these statements help define Person A as an

individual with a set of attributes that are common for democrats and people on

the military. The very notion of being part of these groups are defining factors of

the individual within society [157].

Additional to the importance of belonging to different groups, group affiliation

are in a state of constant modification as individuals leave one group to join an-

other. Changing groups is part of the modern social living, people leave companies,

join new clubs, old friends are replaced with new ones, to name but a few. The

constant movement between social groups has many implications for the groups

themselves. For companies and corporations, a higher employee turnover can have

adverse effects, as it might slow down productivity. Conversely, it may also boost

creativity, as new ideas blend into the company environment [73].

The reasons behind people’s movement from one social group to another have

been investigated in different scenarios, in the context of employee turnover in

companies [73, 138], in the case of faculty turnover in public universities [37],

and even in college ‘’ teams [116]. However, questions on what happens with the

social group itself on larger scale due to the effects of affiliation exchange remain

largely unanswered. Nowadays, the exponential growth of computing technologies

allowed for large scale availability of data collection, many of which contains digital

traces of social interactions [36]. This explosion of data availability presented new

opportunities to pursue a variety of research avenues in the social sciences through

the incorporation of computational and data sciences techniques. The combination
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of computational power with data availability allows the investigation of social

group dynamics and address many questions that remained out of reach.

In this work, we apply data and network science techniques to further the

understanding of group dynamics in two different settings. Our contribution is

three-prong. (1), First, we examine existing methodologies of group identification

in networks, aka community detection methods, using annotated data from Reddit

and propose a method to compare them. (2), Second, we investigate the dynam-

ics of affiliation exchange in a political context, modeling political ideology as a

function of the movement of politicians leaving and joining political parties using

electoral race data from Brazil. (3) And third, we investigate the dynamics of

academic affiliations in research output at the institutional level using data from

Computer Science publications.

1.1 Problem Statement

Social groups are not static [158]. One can start a new family, get a job in a

new company, or join a new club. We can reasonably assume that the proper-

ties of social groups are dependent on who are their members. Hence, not only

group properties are expected to change as a result of exchanges in group mem-

bership [123], but also the emergent dynamics of group to group interaction hold

valuable information about the social condition of human beings. It is essential to

notice that the properties of social groups dynamics vary over time. As a result,

the availability of longitudinal data is crucial for such an analysis. We argue that

social groups can be better understood under the lens of group to group interaction,

provided that enough longitudinal affiliation data is available.
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To the best of our knowledge, the existing computational social science lit-

erature lacks a characterization focused on understanding group dynamics from

the patterns that emerges from group membership exchanges. We propose using

data-driven approaches inspired in social dynamics and social influence of groups,

to explore, and thus obtain a better comprehension of the group’s properties over

time. With a premise that individuals are building blocks of social groups, their

movement (in terms of affiliation) from group to group gives rise to complex so-

cial interaction dynamics that has the potential to provide the means to identify

changes in groups’ characteristics.

It is worth noting that not all social groups have sufficient affiliation exchange

data for characterizing significant changes in its properties. Moreover, our intent

is not to substitute the models based on classical statistics and hypothesis testing,

but rather to complement them from a data-driven perspective.

1.2 Contribution Outline

We introduce a generic model for the study of social phenomena based on group in-

teraction dynamics which relies on information regarding the exchange of members

between social groups. Our premises for the model are:

(i). Social groups are conglomerates of individuals.

(ii). Social groups can be predefined by social norms and conventions or emerge

out of social interactions.

(iii). Change in the composition of social groups affects the group-level properties.
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(iv). Longitudinal affiliation data can be used as a proxy for analyzing the char-

acteristics of group properties over time.

These assumptions can be expressed in a more formalized way as follows. Let’s

assume that group A is composed of a set of individuals. Likewise, A has a set of

general properties or attributes which are observable at time t, defined as PA
t . If

M individuals leave A and joins B, we can consider some properties

(i). PA
t ̸= PA

t+1

(ii). PB
t ̸= PB

t+1

(iii). (PA
t − PA

t+1) ∝ M

(iv). (PB
t − PB

t+1) ∝ M

Based on the interaction model of social groups described above, we offer the

following contributions:

(i). We provide an entropy-based metric to compare the efficiency of group iden-

tification algorithms (aka community detection or graph clustering) using

social network data.

(ii). We leverage information from a large dataset of group to group dynamics in

the context of political affiliations to infer the ideology of political parties.

(iii). We characterized the properties of the networks of institutions built from

group to group interaction in the context of academic affiliations using a

large longitudinal dataset of bibliographic records.
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1.3 Dissertation Structure

This dissertation is organized in six chapters in the following way. The current

chapter delineates and motivates the work, as well as describes its structure. Chap-

ter 2 provides a brief literature review of the covered topics. Chapter 3 presents

an evaluation of the methods to identify social groups in weighted and directed

networks (aka communities). The techniques used for community detection are

a central component of the methodology used in this dissertation. Hence, we

conducted a rigorous comparison of the most prominent methods of community

detection using an annotated sample of Reddit data. Chapter 4 explores affiliation

dynamics within social group dynamics in the context of political parties. The

affiliation exchanges are modeled to provide means of estimating partisan ideol-

ogy through the influences of incoming and outgoing politicians (group members)

using electoral race data from Brazil. Chapter 5 investigates the nature of affilia-

tion exchanges in academia. We uncover changes in affiliations through mining a

large longitudinal bibliographic dataset and we assess the impact of these changes

in research topics at the institutional level. Finally, chapter 6 summarizes and

concludes the work and provides directions for future studies.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Origins of Social Behavior

Studies in evolutionary biology provide compelling evidence for the factors under-

lying the human social behavior [69]. Evolution principles imply that whenever

a species uses one strategy that fails to succeed, it changes and adapts in order

to achieve survival. Since all living beings are aiming for survival, in the cycle of

life, some species succeed, others become extinct. One of the many evolutionary

adaptations of human ancestors was to become omnivorous, which increased their

chances of survival since it widens the range of possibilities when foraging for food.

However, omnivorousness forces the young to undergo an extended period of learn-

ing to acquire the skills needed to differentiate edible food from harmful ones. A

more extended period of learning implies that the young need to rely on the adults’

expertise until they can survive by themselves; such reliance helped to create an

environment of dependence fostering the development of social behavior [19].
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Existing studies suggests that human ancestors might not have had the traits

required to succeed against predators as sole individuals. Consequently, they were

led into a group structure which improved their survival chances [42]. Since this

approach proved more effective, over many years, individuals who did not possess

the traits required for social living were slowly becoming extinct [100]. This pro-

cess ensured that more social individuals were able to pass along not only their

genes to the next generation, but also the behavior associated with reciprocity and

cooperation, driving the establishment of the highly gregarious Homo sapiens [55].

However, the speed at which human societies change is much faster than biological

evolution. Therefore, social organization is one of many characteristics of contem-

porary human behavior indicative of the way our ancestors evolved [42, 19].

The way societies change over time, from its pre-historical communities, into

ancient civilizations, and going through the middle ages, until contemporary times;

is deeply dependent on the formation of basic social ties, as they touch every aspect

of human life [160]. Social ties are the building blocks of the complex structure of

relationships that arise from human behavior in its interactions to other people.

The study of social ties and the structures they form is an interdisciplinary field

known as social networks which lies at the intersection of sociology, anthropology,

statistics, and more recently, of physics and computer science [36, 163]. Before

we review the fundamentals of social networks, we shall first briefly cover the

sociological foundations that led to structuralist theory, which culminated with

the development of social networks as a research area of its own.
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2.2 Sociological Foundations

The modern study of social networks is backed by a wealth of theoretical con-

tributions within the social sciences, more specifically within sociology [14, 78].

Sociology is a general discipline occupied with the understanding of human soci-

eties, social phenomena arising from human interactions, and societies’ structural

organization. The term sociology was first coined by the French clergy Emmanuel

Joseph Sieyès in 1780, although the definition of what modern sociology is today

is credited to Auguste Comte [78], because of his foundational contributions to the

field in the Nineteenth century.

Comte was an advocate of sociology being studied as a scientific field, hence,

subject to rigorous observational and experimental methods. For him, improve-

ment of society would only be possible if we could obtain systematic and quan-

titative knowledge of society itself. Comte classified sociology into two branches,

social dynamics, the study of forces that drive society modifications; and social

statics, the study of forces that holds society together. He also postulated that the

sciences are subject to the “law of three stages”. The first stage is theological, one

in which phenomena is explained by supernatural forces. The second stage is tran-

sitional, in which explanations are derived from “essences” and abstractions. The

last stage is a modern positive one, in which the limitations of human knowledge

are known, and explanations are sought to come from observational and experi-

mental methods. Comte’s theory implied that with continuous scientific advance,

sociology would move into the modern positive stage and would be studied under

the rigor of the scientific method with a high level of formalism such as Physics

and Mathematics [25]. Subsequent years after Comte, sociological studies slowly

incorporated quantitative analysis to explain social phenomena. In this regard,
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structural sociology has been an important theoretical approach driving quantita-

tive research in the field.

The main theoretical principle backing structural sociology is the definition of

individual and society as well as their intrinsic interplay. These notions are clearly

stated in the work of classical French sociologist Émile Durkheim. For him, an

individual could not be understood on its own, as a sole entity, he argues that many

characteristics of the individual (social actors in his nomenclature), are themselves,

resultant of social forces acting upon the individual’s course of life. Such forces

shape the individual in a way that lead to the formation of hierarchically organized

structures, which give rise to the general society. Durkheim describes individuals

as unit parts of a larger structure. Hence, an individual could not be understood

under a reductionist view focused on the units, for the individuals are themselves

not only constituent parts of society, but also a byproduct of its dynamics. In

the treatise Le Suicide, Durkheim observed that societies with similar mortality

and natality rate, had very different suicide rates. Durkheim made an extensible

and deep clarification of the different types of suicide, according to each situation

in which it occurs [50]. His conclusions are that if the social forces can influence

an individual to the extreme of taking his own life, the process of the individual

formation is then, largely influenced by its social environment. Thus, the individual

is, but what society made him. As such, individuals should be understood within

the complexity of their social interactions and social context [25].

In The Division of Labor [49], Durkheim built upon the ideas of the Scottish

economist Adam Smith. Not only he saw the importance of division of labor for

the advance of society, he theorized that specialization in a task — result of labor

division — was a driving force for the development in general, going beyond social
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context. An example of how specialization works is the human body. Each organ

performs specific tasks. The proper functioning of all organs is what allows a person

to live. Durkheim called this cooperation “organic solidarity”, which he defined as a

basic principle of society development. According to him, this is the basic principle

that enables a society to flourish and prosper, with each individual benefiting

from the outcome of its counterparts’ work and also contributing to them. The

structuralism argument, from a Durkhemian perspective, is that to understand

society, one should apply a macro and holistic methodology. To exemplify this

concept, Allen Barton, a sociologist from Columbia University wrote in 1968: [...]

imagine a biologist aiming to understand an animal she is studying and throwing

the animal into a hamburger machine, and looking at every hundredth cell through

a microscope. Anatomy and physiology get lost, and one is left with cell biology.

If we want to understand human society, we want to know about primary groups,

neighborhoods, organizations, social circle and communities [66].

The structuralist thought is the foundation theory of social network analy-

sis. Social structure implies focus on interactions rather than on single compo-

nents [152]. The quantifying methods envisioned by Comte and the complexity

arising from structural interactions represent the core concepts of social network

analysis [17]. The upcoming sections will discuss historical aspects, methodologies,

and properties of social networks.

2.2.1 Historic Background

The implications of social structures and the dynamics arising from social interac-

tions, as exposed by Durkheim’s work, set the stage for empirical and quantitative

studies of social phenomena. The first research work applying methods of social
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network analysis is credited to Jacob Moreno. Moreno was an Austrian-American

psychiatrist, that in collaboration with Hellen Jennings, a clinical psychologist,

and Paul Lazarsfeld, a mathematician; developed a substantial amount of work in

the representation of social interactions [66].

In the book Who Shall Survive? [124], Moreno detailed pioneering research

on specific social issues, such as the runaway problem in the New York Training

School, a reformatory located in Hudson, NY. The mapping of the delinquent

girls’ social interactions in the graph revealed how the flee of one girl influenced

others to also get away from the school [124]. Figure 2.1 shows a sociogram of

Fourth graders constructed by Moreno. Girls are represented as triangles and

boys as circles, links represent friendships. Aiming to establish his research work

as a field Moreno created a scientific journal entitled Sociometry, which published

foundational works in the field of Social Networks [12, 80].

Subsequent years, after Moreno’s publications, sociometry became a trend

among social scientists. Particularly important are the first works to use matrix

algebra to represent social interaction [59, 113]. Also the contributions of Anatol

Rapoport on Random Graphs [134] explored later in a celebrated series of papers

by the Hungarian mathematician Paul Erdős and his collaborators [51]. Frank

Harary et al. [84] also made important contributions specifically on graph theory

for social modeling. Two high impact research works from Mark Granoveter [76] on

weak and strong ties and from Linton Freeman on centrality measures [67] helped

to establish social network analysis as a field, culminating with the creation of the

journal Social Networks in 1978.

A substantial amount of theoretical and empirical research has been done in

social networks within the sociology community, which we define as classical so-
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Figure 2.1: Original drawings of Jacob Moreno’s fourth-grade sociogram. He
mapped the social connections among school girls of a New York reformatory in
an attempt to understand a runaway problem [2].

cial network studies. Empirical studies in classical social network analysis can be

characterized by the small number of actors and usage of surveys methods for data

collection. They usually investigate very specific issues of social life in very spe-

cific contexts such as friendship reciprocity among elementary school children [82],

social group formation and fission among athletes in a martial arts club [173],

friendship decay among employees in a bank [23], and many others.

The advent of personal computers, the spread of digital communication, and

online tools of social interaction started a new phase in social network analysis

studies. It began to be explored with large datasets containing traces of social

interaction. The attention in research shifted from observation and modeling of

small scale social interaction, to the study of large-scale social phenomena. A wave
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of researchers from Physics and Computer Science turned their attention to the

field of social networks making it interdisciplinary [36].

2.3 Social Networks

Graphs are the standard mathematical representation of social networks [84].

Graph Theory is a well established area within discrete mathematics and is ap-

plied for problem-solving in areas as diverse as routes optimization in transporta-

tion [149]; protein translation in genetics [91, 6], and improvement of circuit logic

design in electronics [7]. The main principle behind modeling any natural phe-

nomena in the form of a graph is based on the idea of relationship between pieces

of information or entities, which allows for a simple, yet powerful methodology to

understand the interactions among such entities.

The first known problem in graph theory, the Seven Bridges of Köenigsberg

was solved in the Eighteenth century by Leonard Euler. The city of Köningsberg

(modern day Kaliningrad, Russia) had seven bridges over the Pregolya river, con-

necting four land masses. Its inhabitants tried to cross all seven bridges without

repeating one. Euler abstracted the problem as a graph and showed that what

they were trying to accomplish was mathematically impossible. He proved that

there is no path (an Eulerian path is a path of non-repeating edges) in a graph in

which more than two nodes have an odd degree.

The baseline of describing social networks with graphs is that each individual is

a node, and each edge represents the relationships among these nodes, relationships

here are arbitrary and can range from acquaintanceship to friendship. Formally,

given G(V,E), G is a graph with V set of nodes (actors/individuals/vertex)1 and E
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Figure 2.2: Network representation of Zachary’s karate club. Nodes represent ath-
letes and edges represent social interaction among them. Data acquired from [145]
and plotted using iGraph [35].

is the set of edges (ties/links/connections)1. The same structure can be represented

by a matrix Aij.

A network can be directed or undirected. An undirected network can be repre-

sented by a n×n symmetric adjacency matrix Aij such that aij = aji and n is the

number of nodes in the network. That is, the mapped relation between two nodes

is said to be reciprocal. Edges of both directed or undirected can carry a numerical

value, these are called weighted networks and allow for measuring, among other

properties, the strength of the relationship between two nodes. Figure 2.2 is a fa-

mous dataset in social network analysis, the Zachary’s karate club [173]. Each node

represents a Karate athlete, and edges represent social interactions among them.

Because the nature of the relationship being mapped is reciprocal, the network is

1Used interchangeably throughout the text
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undirected. The blocks or communities, represent groups of nodes more tightly

connected among themselves, then to the rest of the network. In fact, Zachary’s

intention when he studied this network, was to quantify the fission of athletes into

different social groups.

The following Aij adjacency matrix represents the bottommost block in Figure

2.2. For an easier visualization, the labels of each node were added in an extra

column outside the square brackets.

Aij =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

5 0 0 1 1 0

6 0 0 1 1 1

7 1 1 0 0 1

11 1 1 0 0 0

17 0 1 1 0 0

2.4 Properties of Social Networks

The power of graph notation allows many properties of social networks to be

described using mathematical notation. In this section, we describe and define the

ones deemed important to the nature of our work.

2.4.1 Centralities

Centrality metrics are an attempt to point out which nodes occupy the most central

position in a social group with respect to their connections. They provide the base

to design strategies for dealing with many different processes taking place in social

networks such as spread, contagion, among others [67]. Given the generality of the
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concept of centrality, many different methods were proposed. When interpreting

centralities, it is important to keep in mind that the concept of “central” nodes

has to be understood with respect to the particular social context to which the

network is intended [163].

Degree Centrality

The degree k of a node i, is the number of edges incident to that node. For

undirected networks, the degree of a node is given by

ki =
∑
j

aij. (2.1)

In the case of directed networks, we have the concept of in-degree (kin
i ) and out-

degree (kout
i ) for every node. The simple count of node degree allows identifying

the most popular and unpopular nodes in the network, highest and lowest degree

centrality, respectively. The degree distribution of the network can be described

as the frequency of node degree in the network.

Closeness Centrality

As the name suggests, closeness or farness centrality measures how close/far an

actor is with respect to all the other actors in its network. The idea of closeness was

proposed as a way to characterize actors who are efficient at relaying information

on the network. Such actors are closer in terms of connections to all other actors

within the social network.
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The closeness centrality coefficient can be formally defined as

Cc(i) =

[
n∑
j

d(i, j)

]−1

(2.2)

where d(i, j) is a function that returns the distance between i and j.

Betweenness Centrality

The principle behind betweenness centrality is to assess how “in between” a par-

ticular node is in the network. A visual example of a node with a high betweenness

is node 1 in Figure 2.2. We can see that node 1 is placed “in between” many other

nodes, therefore, more central in this regard. A formal way to compute this prop-

erty is the following. Consider the path between actors (vj, vk), let pjk be the set

of shortest paths in the network from all j to all k. Let pjk(vi) be the fraction of

those paths which include actor vi, then the betweenness centrality of the network

can be defined as

CB(vi) =
∑
i ̸=j ̸=k

pjk(vi)/pjk (2.3)

This value can also be normalized by its maximum which is (n−1)(n−2)/2, where

n is the total number of actors in the network.

2.4.2 Clustering Coefficient

Clustering coefficient is a metric that captures an important phenomenon of social

networks, the triadic closure. This property implies that in social networks there is

a propensity to close triangles of friendships [163, 133, 151]. That is if an individual

A is friend of B and B is friend of C, it is very likely that A is also friend of C. At
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a larger scale, triadic closure is intrinsically related to the phenomena underlying

group formation and group stability [104].

The extent to which a network present the triadic closure property can be

measured by the clustering coefficient. One of the ways to measure the clustering

coefficient is by calculating a proportion of all edges between the neighbors of

a node, out of all the possible ones that could exist. Formally, the clustering

coefficient of a node i for an undirected graph is given by

Ci =
2m

ki(ki − 1)
, (2.4)

where m is the total number of existing edges among existing neighbors ki. The

clustering coefficient for the entire network can be computed averaging Ci | ∀i ∈ V ,

where V is the set of all nodes.

2.4.3 Diameter and Average Path Length

The network diameter measures the highest distance between individuals in a social

network. It can be defined as the maximum distance between any pair of nodes,

given that the distance is computed using the shortest path between the nodes.

Assuming that the distance between i and j is equal to 0 if there is no path between

i and j, the average path length ℓ of a network, can be defined as

ℓ =
1

n(n− 1)

∑
i ̸=j

d(i, j), (2.5)

where n is the total number of nodes in the network, and d is a function that

returns the shortest path between two nodes.
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2.4.4 Strong and weak ties

In our social circles, the strength of our relationships with the people we know varies

considerably. Usually, there is a close inner group of family and friends, there are

co-workers, there are the more distant friends, and there is also a large number of

acquaintances we almost never interact with [163, 109, 24]. These differences in

levels of interaction, can be interpreted as the strength of our social connections,

which can then be classified as strong or weak ties.

The role of strong ties in social life is very clear, they are our source of support

and advice. Usually, strong ties are bound by social contracts such as marriage, or

even stronger ones such as first and second degree family relationships (children,

siblings), or long term friendships [156].

Other things considered, strong ties are limited in some situations. The work of

Granovetter The Strength of Weak ties [76] explored the role of our distant friends

in a variety of different scenarios. He argues that weak ties provide connections to

the people whom we do not have access to. This is important because, in many

cases, people outside of our inner group are the ones in possession of information

we do not know about. Because of the triadic closure phenomenon, commonality

of information within a strongly connected group is rapidly achieved. Granovetter

exemplifies this concept with information about jobs, he argues that restriction to

a very close and interconnected social group is unlikely to expose a person to a

higher number of job opportunities, therefore, the need of recurring to weak ties

became evident.

The role of week and stronger ties is related to the topology of social groups in

the context of social networks. Since the presence of strong links tend to form social

triangles, strong ties are more likely to occur within social groups, whereas weak
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ties run between social groups [163]. To reuse the example of a job opportunities

from Granovetter, after some time of job search, closer friends and family members,

which are in the same group as the job seeker, are unlikely to provide leads of a

job she still doesn’t know about. This information will came from a weak link, an

acquaintance who is more likely to be connected to other groups and therefore be

exposed to new information the job seeker still does not know about.

2.4.5 Homophily

Homophily is the tendency of individuals forming links to other individuals that

have similar characteristics of those of their own. Similarity as a driving force

behind the dynamics of social group formation [119]. Human beings tend to asso-

ciate in groups based on characteristics such as ethnicity, age, religion, occupation,

gender, and many others.

Lazarsfeld and Merton [105] classified homophily as status homophily which

can be sub-classified into formal, informal or ascribed status; and value homophily

which they defined as a set of values, beliefs, and attitudes. Homophily is also

know to be correlated with social stratification in a society, which is the level of

strength of division in social strata [114]. The more divided a society is, the more

homophilic social ties will tend to be.

Homophilic association can be evaluated using assortative mixing. In a social

network, assortative mixing can be measured by adapting a Pearson correlation co-

efficient, which ranges from −1 to 1. A positive coefficient implies that individuals

with a particular characteristic tend to connect ones that have the same charac-

teristic; whereas a negative coefficient implies the opposite. Newmans’s original

intent was to measure if highly connected individuals were also connected to other
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highly connected individuals, for which the positive case implies assortavity with

respect to degree [135]. However, assortativity can also be evaluated with respect

to other node attributes and any combination thereof [130]. Therefore, the mean-

ing of what a negative or positive score is intrinsically related to the very nature

of the network. For instance, in a network of close friends, if assortative mixing

is measured with regards to age, the result is likely to be a positive coefficient

because friendships tend to form among individuals of approximately the same

age. Conversely, in a network of sexual partners, the network is likely to show

a negative coefficient given that the majority of links occur among individuals of

opposite sex.

2.5 Final Considerations

Up until now, we have addressed the foundations of the modern study of social

behavior, the developments of structural theories that led to the establishment of

social network as a field, and general properties of social networks. We also focused

on network properties that are fundamental to the understanding of social groups

within social networks. However, one important component of social network

analysis is uncovering the group structure itself.

In a social network context, the modules within a network constitute social

groups themselves. In order to study the dynamics of group to group interactions

we need first and foremost, to be able to uncover such groups from network data.

This task is known as community detection and the methods that have been de-

veloped have broader applications that extrapolate the realm of social networks.

The analysis of such methods is the subject of the next chapter.
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Chapter 3

Finding groups in network data

3.1 Background

The analysis of social groups in network data requires the use of techniques to un-

cover the modules embedded in such data, as these modules represent the groups

themselves. In terms of network, or graph terminology, this task consists on find-

ing subgraphs whose density of connections within the subgraph surpasses that of

outside connections; called Community Detection. Community detection is usually

applied beyond the context of social networks, as many other real-world phenom-

ena can be modeled as present intricate interactions among the highly-coupled

elements that constitute the system. Such interdependencies can be described us-

ing a network in which the individual elements of the system and the interactions

between them are represented as nodes and edges, respectively. Once the network

is in place, the identification of structural patterns can be used to comprehensively

understand the underlying phenomena it describes. Generally, complex networks

exhibit substructures (commonly called communities) of nodes that are highly in-
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terrelated with one another when compared to other nodes in the network [131, 72].

These communities play a key role as functional subunits that shape essential as-

pects of the system [139].

The concept of a community lacks a unified, agreed-upon definition and the

concept has shifted from a classic view where communities are defined based on

different ways of counting links, towards a modern view where communities are

defined taking into account the probability of links running between nodes [62].

Generally, for each node belonging to an identified community1, the commonly

known node degree can be naturally divided into internal degree and external

degree. The internal degree and external degree of a node i measures the number

of links connecting i to nodes within the community (i.e., internal edges) and to

nodes outside the community (i.e., external edges), respectively. In this sense,

regardless of any particular definition, the incidence of internal edges should be

higher than the incidence of external edges [150, 62].

A significant number of different techniques to extract communities have been

proposed over the years [150], and many of them have been evaluated using ground-

truth data for real-world and artificially-generated networks [38, 103]. However,

when compared with networks consistently found in the real-world, such bench-

marking networks are generally small, exhibit different statistical properties, and

are created using simple generative processes. Given the absence of a universally-

optimal technique and the fact that each technique can extract a different sets

of communities, choosing an arbitrary technique might be ineffective [140]. This

1In fact, nodes can belong to more than one community and the membership to multiple
communities can be modeled in different ways.
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problem is even more challenging in the case of weighted and directed networks for

which the definition of a community needs to be extended, and fewer techniques

have been proposed.

Due to the availability of network metadata, the extracted communities may

be assessed based on the extent to which they resemble the metadata [132, 140].

Given that some techniques outperform others depending on the type of metadata

used, we are led to ask what is the best community detection technique which is

able to extract communities most resembling the available metadata? In other

words, we are not interested in evaluating the quality of a particular community

detection technique with regards to its ability of correctly finding communities

known a priori. Instead, we are interested in evaluating how closely the community

structure found by an algorithm resembles the available metadata.

One way to assess the effectives of community detection algorithms is to design

benchmarks through the generation of synthetic data. These benchmarks for com-

munity detection techniques usually rely on generative models to create the data.

Generation of synthetic networks with a known community structure allows for an

evaluation of the techniques’ results. The extent to which the original community

structure is recovered defines the performance of a given technique. The most

extensively used benchmarks are the Girvan-Newman [128] and the Lancichinetti-

Fortunato-Radichi (LFR for short) [103]. Both are specializations of the planted

ℓ-partition model [34].

The Girvan-Newman benchmark [128] consists of a fixed number of nodes which

are divided into a fixed number of partitions. Edges are assigned based on two

parameters, which are the probabilities: (1) of connecting two nodes in the same

partition, and (2) of connecting nodes in different partitions. By incrementally
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varying (2), the original partitioning becomes less subtle, eventually leading to a

Poisson random graph. This artificial graph is then fed into community detection

algorithms and the results are evaluated against the original partitioning.

The LFR benchmark [103] generates synthetic networks which attempt to re-

semble the general properties of empirical networks. Variations of the LFR bench-

mark allow for the evaluation of community detection techniques which support

weighted and directed networks as well as those with overlapping community struc-

ture. It works by generating networks with a known community structure with

node degree and community size following a power-Law distribution, which is nor-

mally found in empirical data. Edges are assigned according to a parameter that

controls for connecting nodes within the community, and between communities.

Artificially-generated networks with known community structures are useful for

benchmarking. However, despite the efforts to resemble empirical data in genera-

tive models, recovering the structure of real networks remains a challenge.

Another way to measure the effectiveness of these algorithms is to use meta-

data as as ground truth. In the context of networks, metadata refers to extra

pieces of information associated with nodes and/or edges. For instance, in a social

network with nodes representing individuals and edges representing interactions

among them, metadata such as gender, ethnicity, and age, is usually available for

the nodes. In many cases, metadata is highly correlated with network structure,

which is a phenomena known as homophily in social networks, and is more gener-

ally measured as assortative mixing with respect to a specific attribute [135]. In

many instances, nodes are expected to have high metadata homogeneity within a

community because nodes may connect to others alike. This allows for commu-

nity detection techniques to be evaluated with respect to their ability to retrieve
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highly homogeneous communities with regards to metadata. Similar approaches

have been used to evaluate community structure in many different domains such as

protein interaction, citations, food-web, collaboration, and social networks [171].

While metadata and community structure are usually highly correlated, there

are studies which show that this is not always the case [89, 140]. Indeed, Yang et

al. [171] argue that network metadata and network topology must be considered

as playing different roles within networked systems. The authors identified two

key implications relating to different properties of the network: the first is how

the network functions, which has to do with metadata, and the second is how the

network is structured, which is related to topology.

The aforementioned considerations are important when trying to infer a univer-

sal relationship between metadata and community structure. Indeed, a universal

method is not the goal, but rather being able to identify the best option for the

data at hand such that an informed decision can be made. Furthermore, in our

dataset, metadata and topology have an intrinsic relationship. As elaborated later,

an edge cannot exist without the associated annotation.

Here, we use a large-scale data set of online interactions to argue that the

selection of communities is an important phase in the task of community detection

and we propose the use of entropy as an indicator of rank stability to meticulously

guide our decision to chose an appropriate community detection technique. This

idea is inspired in the characterization of super-stable nodes proposed in [71].

However, in their work, rank stability is defined for each node and the rank of a

node is said to be stable if fluctuations on its Pagerank due to random perturbations

do not exceed the difference between its Pagerank and that of a node with a

lower rank. Instead of measuring rank stability for nodes, in our work we define
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rank stability for the communities that are identified by techniques of community

detection and we measure rank stability as the entropy of ranked metadata of nodes

within such communities.

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Dataset

Reddit2 is a social network that consists of users who create forum posts in a

particular topic allowing for other users to reply to these topics; this post-and-

reply creates a relation between users. Reddit has been shown to be organized

in a modular community structure [137]. In fact, Reddit is split into separate

subjects called SubReddits, which are sub-divisions where users make posts related

to specific topics. For example, there are SubReddits on sports, cooking, world

news, and, if a SubReddit does not exist for a certain topic, any user can create a

new one.

The dataset used in this analysis contains all the comments posted on Reddit

during the month of May 20153. The dataset for the month of May 2015 consists

of approximately 45 million comments. This dataset was filtered with the goal

of removing activity from Reddit’s automated moderator, and posts for which

complete information was not available. This was done to try and ensure that all

remaining comments were representative of real user behavior.

2http://reddit.com

3The dataset is available for download at https://archive.org/details/2015_reddit_

comments_corpus
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Table 3.1: Number of users and comments in the Reddit data for time frames with
different sizes. The number of comments grows faster than the number of users
involved.

# Days End Day # Users # Comments

1 2-May-15 151,646 421,236
2 3-May-15 253,747 869,019
4 5-May-15 433,900 1,990,808
7 8-May-15 644,423 3,946,461
14 15-May-15 945,236 8,248,160
21 22-May-15 1,160,098 12,546,046
28 29-May-15 1,334,986 16,849,586
30 31-May-15 1,391,686 18,411,177

The structure of Reddit guarantees that a comment must be made on another

comment or post. All comments that did not meet this criteria were removed.

Approximately 18.5 million entries remained in the dataset which was used for

the construction of the network. Although this filtering had a large impact on

the resulting size of the dataset, it ensured that all information regarding the

interaction between users was contained within the selected time frame.

The resultant dataset was sliced into time frames of one, two, four, seven, four-

teen, twenty-one, twenty-eight, and thirty days. For all time frames, the starting

day was May 1, 2015 at 5:00AM and all intervals ended at 5:00AM of the respec-

tive end date. This allowed for the examination of community structure changes

over increasing time frames. The characteristics of the data for each time frame

are shown in Table 3.1.

3.2.2 Network Construction

The network was constructed by connecting Reddit users (nodes) based on com-

ments they post (edges). A directed edge exists from user i to j if user i replied to
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Table 3.2: Descriptive statistics of networks built using time frames of different
sizes. Most nodes are part of the weakly connected giant component (WCGC).

# Days % Nodes in WCGC Density Avg. Weighted Degree Avg. Degree

1 0.94 2.12× 10−4 12.38 6.63
2 0.98 1.19× 10−4 15.24 8.99
4 0.99 7.24× 10−5 20.37 13.27
7 0.99 5.35× 10−5 26.76 18.61
14 0.99 4.28× 10−5 37.30 26.79
21 0.99 3.90× 10−5 45.42 32.94
28 0.99 3.69× 10−5 52.24 38.01
30 0.99 3.63× 10−5 54.50 39.66

a post or comment (inside a post) made by user j. If edge (i, j) already exists, the

edge weight, wij, is increased by one. This results in a directed weighted network

for each time frame in the dataset. During the construction of the network, further

filtering removed SubReddits with under 250 comments, and users with under 5

total comments in the group of SubReddits that remained. This approach is based

on the work done by Hamilton [83] to lower the computational complexity of the

analyses.

For the analysis outlined in this paper, only the weakly connected giant com-

ponent (WCGC) was used. As shown in Table 3.2, the WCGC is comprised of

almost all the nodes found in the network, and this approach also follows previ-

ous works [89]. This was necessary to filter out disconnected nodes which do not

contribute to the community structure analysis.

3.2.3 Conductance

Several measurements were made in order to determine if the community struc-

ture found by each technique fit the classical definition of a community within
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the network. Recall, a community should have intragroup connectivity higher

than intergroup connectivity [107]. Given that the external strength is the sum

of the edge weights connecting nodes within the community to external ones, the

selected metric to objectively capture the notion of a well defined group is con-

ductance. Conductance is then defined as the ratio between external strength and

total strength. Hence, small conductance indicates a well defined group. Formally,

it can be calculated for each community as follows:

Cc =

∑
i∈C,j ̸∈C wij∑
i∈C,j wij

. (3.1)

Conductance has been used as a measure for weighted networks as well as for

comparing with ground-truth [108, 171].

3.2.4 Entropy of Ranks

In contrast to conductance which evaluates communities structure from a topology-

based perspective, this work introduces a new metric called rank entropy which

assess the community fitness using node metadata. In the network, for each node

i (a user) the SubReddits they comment are ranked in descending order according

to the frequency of comments {s1, s2, ..., sn} such that s1 represents the most-

commented SubReddit by that user. The n-rank of a community c takes into

account the n-most frequently commented SubReddits sn of the nodes within the

community. Therefore, the entropy of the n-rank can be calculated for each com-

munity c based on the probability of finding a SubReddit s at n-rank. This prob-

ability is calculated as:

pij(n) =
mij(n)

mi(n)
, (3.2)
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where pij(n) is the probability of SubReddit j being at the n-rank in community

i, mij(n) represents the number of occurrences of SubReddit j in community i at

that rank, and mi is the total number of SubReddits in community i at n-rank.

For a community c, the n-rank entropy, Hc(n), is calculated as:

Hc(n) = −
L∑

j=1

pij(n) log2[pij(n)], (3.3)

where j represents one n-rank SubReddit found in the community, and pij(n) is

calculated as shown in Equation 3.2.

Due to the fact that the maximum value for entropy will change based on the

number of SubReddits found in a community, the entropy values needed to be

normalized to better provide a comparison between results. This was calculated

using the following equation:

Hc−norm(n) =
Hc(n)

Hc−max(n)
, (3.4)

where Hc(n) is the entropy of the n-rank in community c and Hc−max(n) is the

maximum value that the entropy can be for the community at n-rank and is cal-

culated by:

Hc−max(n) = log2 S(n), (3.5)

where S(n) is the number of SubReddits found in community c at n-rank.

3.2.5 Experimental Setup

We chose 4 community detection algorithms: Infomap [146], Stochastic Block

Model (SBM) [94, 141], Louvain Modularity [48], and Speaker-Listener Label Prop-
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Table 3.3: Summary of community detection techniques that supports weighted
and directed networks [86].

Name Approach Description

InfoMap Bottom-up
Builds a map of information flow in the network
using a random walk. Finding a community is e-
quivalent to minimizing the flow representation
by applying a compression technique.

Stochastic
Block Model

Top-down
Applies maximum likelihood estimation to infer
the latent block division for the empirical netwo-
rk. Such inference is equivalent to the entropy
minimization of the network ensemble.

Label
Propagation

Hybrid Based on belief propagation, where each node sp-
reads its label to its neighbors. Convergence of la-
bels uncovers the community structure.

Louvain
modularity

Bottom-up
Works by optimizing network modularity, which
is the tightness of node connectivity into modules
/communities in the empirical network relative
to a null model.

agation [170]. All these implementations are well-known community detection tech-

niques and capable of finding communities in weighted and directed networks [62].

A summary of each algorithm is provided in Table 3.3. Aiming to ensure algo-

rithmic correctness and replicability, the applied implementations were the ones

originally developed by authors themselves.

As described in [150], community detection techniques tend to form different

families. Some examples of these family types are modularity based, spectral

based, divisive and other families exist as well. The algorithms that were selected

to perform this analysis were done such that a wide range of families were covered.

Each community detection algorithm was run for each of the networks created

for the various time frames/number of days (see Table 3.1). Infomap, SBM, and

Louvain Modularity detect a hierarchical structure of communities, and for the
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purpose of this work, the lowest hierarchy level was considered. The outputs

of the techniques were evaluated for community size distribution, conductance

(Section 3.2.3) and rank entropy (Section 3.2.4), which are presented in the next

section.

3.3 Results

Several analyses were performed regarding the communities of the Reddit dataset

modeled as networks. After a quick discussion about the community size we look

at conductance and rank analysis.

3.3.1 Community Size Analysis

The values in Table 3.4 show the different number of communities for each dataset.

While InfoMap and SBM consistently find a number of communities which are

proportional to the network’s growth, Louvain starts decreasing the number of

communities after 7 days, and Label Propagation sharply decreases it after 14

days.

Despite each technique having the same goal and the network being the same,

the distribution of community size varies considerably. Figure 3.1 shows the varia-

tions using the cumulative probability of finding a community with different sizes.

The behavior of Louvain and Label Propagation might be related with the res-

olution limit of modularity maximization in large networks [60]. As the network

grows, smaller partitions are collapsed into larger ones, such behavior leads to find-

ing a smaller number of communities. Nevertheless, both the Louvain and Label
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Table 3.4: Number of communities found by InfoMap, Stochastic Block Model,
Louvain, and Label Propagation using time frames with different sizes. All com-
munities have size greater than 5 nodes.

Days InfoMap Stochastic Block Model Louvain Label Propagation

1 1,010 724 516 1,211
2 2,152 1,147 1,316 2,751
4 4,266 2,501 3,565 6,263
7 6,425 3,420 6,000 10,329
14 9,245 4,982 4,927 11,197
21 11,007 6,076 4,313 3,093
28 12,198 8,314 3,349 5,023
30 12,657 8,431 2,905 1,333

Propagation techniques are known for their efficiency, and should be preferred for

the networks with small size [172].

3.3.2 Conductance

The conductance results are also divergent for different community detection tech-

niques. Figure 3.2 shows Louvain and Label Propagation having lower values of

conductance, particularly for the datasets of 28 and 30 days. Although this out-

come looks advantageous for these techniques, they have to be understood in the

context of community size (See Table 3.4 and Figure 3.1). For increasingly large

communities, finding lower conductance becomes straightforward. For all time

frames, the values of conductance decreased for InfoMap and SBM. The same be-

havior is observed for Louvain (up to 7 days) and for Label Propagation (up to 14

days), which is consistent with the community sizes’ results.

One possible explanation for low conductance, is the attachment of low-activity

users forming long chains at the periphery of each community, a characteristic

of online social networks [106]. These chains of nodes with low-weight edges,
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Figure 3.1: Community size distribution of communities extracted by InfoMap,
Stochastic Block Model, Louvain Modularity, and Label Propagation. Each plot is
associated with a network of comments built according to time frames of multiple
sizes (see Table 3.4). The x-axis represents the community size normalized by the
total number of nodes n where c being equal to one represents the largest possible
community which is a community that contains all nodes in the network. The
y-axis represents the empirical cumulative density function P (C ≤ c) of finding a
community with size C less than or equal to c. As the time frame increases, the
probability of finding communities with smaller sizes increases for all techniques.
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Figure 3.2: Conductance distribution of communities extracted by InfoMap,
Stochastic Block Model, Louvain Modularity, and Label Propagation. The x-axis
is the conductance value (Equation 3.1). The y-axis represents the empirical CDF
P (C ≤ c) of finding a community with conductance C less than or equal to c.
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Figure 3.3: Rank stability distribution of communities extracted by InfoMap,
Stochastic Block Model, Louvain Modularity, and Label Propagation. The x-axis
shows the normalized first rank entropy (Equation 3.4). The y-axis represents the
empirical CDF of finding a community with a first rank entropy of H ≤ h.
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Figure 3.4: Rank stability characterization of communities extracted by InfoMap,
Stochastic Block Model, Louvain Modularity, and Label Propagation using boot-
strap estimates.

may negatively affect the conductance values. A more specific analysis on user’s

behavior on Reddit is necessary to clarify this effect, which is beyond the scope of

this work.
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Figure 3.5: A comparison of the distribution of first-rank entropy values between
Infomap and Label Propagation. The x-axis is the value of the first rank entropy,
and the y-axis is the log of the Frequency for each range of entropy values. Darker
blue shows the overlapping between the two techniques.

3.3.3 Rank Analysis

The rank analysis compares community structure with the set of SubReddits as-

sociated with each node (see Section 3.2.4). A low-entropy value indicates a ho-

mogeneous community with regards to node’s (main) SubReddit. Figure 3.3 and

Figure 3.4 show the performance of each community detection technique for this

metric. Even though Louvain and Label Propagation discover large communities

for more than 7 and 14 days of data respectively, these techniques consistently

find communities with lower diversity of SubReddits which is an indication that

the communities are matching the metadata associated with the nodes—a node’s

main SubReddit. Figure 3.5 compares histograms of InfoMap and Label Propaga-

tion, the two most divergent results. It is clear that most of InfoMap communities

have high entropy, which makes them very diverse in terms of SubReddits, whereas

Label Propagation shows a more uniform entropy distribution.
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Figure 3.6: The effect of varying the minimum community size to the rank stability.
Each point on the x-axis is a proportion of nodes within the community with
respect to nodes in the network. The y-axis shows the average rank stability for
the communities of x size.

We further explored the relationship of community size and rank entropy. Fig-

ure 3.6 shows the comparison for all community detection techniques, and clearly

larger communities tend to have smaller entropy. This seems counter-intuitive,

because as the number of nodes in the community increases, it should show a

higher probability of having a more diverse set of SubReddits. However, the Sub-

Reddit user-size distribution is known to be very skewed [153], which means that

few SubRedits concentrates the majority of users. Our results show that the Sub-

Reddit structure is captured by several community detection techniques, such that

communities became highly homogeneous after a certain size. However, according

to Figure 3.6, InfoMap, Label Propagation and Louvain converge to low entropy

values for large communities, but the SBM finds decreasing values of entropy as

community size increases, and hence, provides us with the best results in that

regard.
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3.4 Final Considerations

In the process of community detection, network analysts generally extract commu-

nities using an arbitrarily chosen technique without any further comparison with

other techniques; the assumption is that most techniques extract a useful set of

communities. Metrics to assess the goodness of community detection techniques

as a function of how difficult these structures are of being found have been pro-

posed and are commonly used [103, 102]. Yet, we show that different techniques

can identify a very different set of communities even using the same data; for this

reason, a process to aid network analysts to make informed decisions with regards

to which technique to select is still highly needed. In this chapter, we contribute

to the field of community detection by demonstrating the relevance of community

technique selection in this process and by proposing the rank stability as the means

to support such selection as a function of available metadata.

Using a large-scale network of online interactions and the available metadata

for the same network, we report that the set of communities identified by different

techniques can vary in terms of the number of communities, community size, and

community structure. But most importantly, we also show how identified commu-

nities can differ in how they resemble available metadata which, for the Reddit

dataset used, was inherently involved in the underlying mechanism for generating

the network; as it can be recalled, the network is built from users who comment

on each-other’s posts.

Using our approach, network analysts may now use rank stability to make in-

formed decisions regarding which community detection technique to select. Also,

when tackling a complex phenomena, despite the insights usually provided by a
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specific set of communities, additional insights can also be gained by the compar-

ison of identified communities across different techniques.

In the future, we envision an automatic process of technique selection in which

communities can be identified using a multi-objective approach that takes into

account statistical properties of the network, structure of the communities found,

and the resemblance to available metadata. In that context, preference should be

given to inference based methods, such as the SBM, since it has the potential to

retrieve a modular structure that more closely resemble the generative process that

created the network.

Finding modules representing groups of nodes within the network is a powerful

mechanism to aid understanding of such network. Yet, for the case of social net-

works, once the groups are found, these modules are static. In many cases, social

groups are in constant change due to affiliation changes between groups. In the

next chapters, we will explore the dynamic nature of group affiliation exchange in

two contexts, politics and academia.
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Chapter 4

Dynamics of political parties

4.1 Background

Political parties are institutions of modern democracies, for which the formation

and operation are consequential of human’s nature of organizing itself in social

groups. The origins of political parties as institutional organizations are docu-

mented in ancient democracies in Greece and Rome [16]. Yet, their driving forma-

tion forces have slighted changed over time, it continues to be propects of access to

power, and common interest, and homophily, which nowadays is defined as political

ideology.

Political ideology plays a key role in modern democracies; it drives the forma-

tion and agenda of political parties; it also guides the voting decisions of citizens.

Indeed, an effective strategy for a party to attract voters, and thus maximize its

representation, is to align its political ideology and agenda with that of voters.

This alignment strategy works because people tend to make voting decisions by

matching their own opinions to a party’s perceived ideology [33]. By determin-
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ing a party’s ideology, citizens can make informed decisions in elections, which

should improve the quality of political representation, and possibly contribute to

a healthier democracy.

The development of methods for estimating the ideology of political parties

is of major interest in political and social-economic sciences [22, 101]. However,

estimating ideology is highly subjective [65, 56]. For instance, the meaning of ideo-

logical labels such as left, right, liberal, conservative depends on historical context,

e.g., , being a liberal in 1950 differs from being a liberal in 2019 [117]. In fact,

even a simplistic left-right characterization still leads to a continuous spectrum of

orientations.

Despite its subjectivity, partisan ideology can be estimated by quantitative

approaches.These approaches can be divided into two groups. Methods in the first

group estimate ideology by analyzing the party’s manifestos and other foundation

documents [31, 44]. However, methods in this first group might suffer from two

issues. First, the party’s documents may reflect their author’s opinions which

may differ from the party’s current ideology. This difference affects ideological

estimation for large political parties. Second, analyzing manifestos to infer ideology

can fail to capture longitudinal ideological variations.

The second group of quantitative methods estimate politicians’ ideal points

from roll-call records using approaches such as the Bayesian ideal-points estima-

tion and the three-step nominate [95, 31]. Both approaches rely on existing voting

records and are known to predict accurate voting outcomes. The Bayesian method

is similar to the item-response model (i.e., the Rash model) largely used in edu-

cation research [9]. The nominate method is the most-used approach for ideology

estimation. It combines the uncertainty of voting outcomes with a utility function
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that minimizes the distance from a legislator’s ideal point and the bill being con-

sidered. The nominate method has been applied beyond parliamentary systems in

analysis of the United Nations Assembly [162] and the US Supreme Court [115].

Both Nominate (and its variations) and the Bayesian methods are flexible and

accurate and have been shown to generate similar results [32]. These methods

are designed to uncover ideology at the individual level, yet, they are commonly

used to analyze the ideology of political parties through aggregation of politician’s

ideology scores by party affiliation. This is the case of ideology studies of the

European [87] and Canadian Parliaments [74]; Argentina’s [5], Mexico’s [98] and

Brazil’s Chamber of Deputies [13], and of the Brazilian Senate [118]. However,

these methods’ application to multiparty systems is limited because of the reliance

of roll-call data, which is not always available.

The nominate approach was designed for two-party systems, yet the method can

been used in multi-partisan democracies with some adaptations. For instance, a

government-opposition spectrum can be used instead of the left-right spectrum [88].

In previous works, this method was used with data from the Brazilian House of

Representatives to estimate legislator’s ideal points in a scale of support-opposition

to the government [39]. While such an approach can be extrapolated to position

a party with respect to its support (or opposition) to the government’s position,

it does not capture its ideological position. The nominate method also works for

estimating ideal points for major political parties [13], but it is unsuitable for

estimating ideology of small and newly created parties.

In this Chapter, we introduce a quantitative approach based on network sci-

ence [10] and grounded in assumptions from structural social-influence theory [68]

to estimate political parties’ ideology. Here, we consider political parties as social
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groups, and we model partisan ideology based on party-switching affiliations from

one election to another. Because our model does not use roll-call data, it can es-

timate ideal points of any political party in multi-party democracies regardless of

the parties’ parliamentary representation size.

First, we mine a large longitudinal dataset of electoral data to build networks of

political parties based on politicians’ party-switching affiliations. Second, we apply

a community detection algorithm to uncover the macroscopic structure of the net-

works regarding partisan ideology. Third, by leveraging the network structure, we

derive a model to estimate the ideology of political parties in the left-right scale.

Additionally, we validate our methods by probing the networks against a configu-

ration model and comparing the distribution of ideological distances produced by

the model in the case of empirical and synthetic networks.

The methods presented explores the dynamics of individuals switching affilia-

tions among social groups, in this case, political parties, to fill the gap of ideal-point

estimation in multi-party democracies. Our results demonstrate that election data,

which includes data related to non-elected politicians, is still effective in ideology

estimation and is less likely to present data scarcity issues.

4.2 Methods

Our approach for estimating the ideology of political parties is based on the theory

of social influence which posits that people’s idiosyncrasies are affected by their

social interactions. Likewise, the overall behavior of social groups is affected by its

membership dynamics [68]. Here, we assume that the ideology of a political party

as a social group, is affected by affiliation switches of politicians.
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Figure 4.1: The movement of candidates between parties (A), yields a network
of parties (B). Each candidate movement generates a connection between two
parties. The result is a network where nodes represent parties and edges represent
the connections among them. The weight wy

ij of an edge represents the total
number of candidates switching from i to j in year y. See supplementary Table A
for details about the political parties studied in this paper.

A B

4.2.1 Network model of party affiliation switching

To test our assumptions, we model a network representing political parties and

their affiliation dynamics as shown in Figure 4.1. The network includes a temporal

dimension to account for affiliation switches occurring at any election year. Each

political party is represented as a node and any two parties are connected by an

edge if at least one candidate switched affiliation from one party to the other. The

edge only exists in the election year that the switch occurred, and the edge weight

accounts for the number of switching politicians between the two parties [58].

Formally, let V = {1, . . . , P} be the set of political parties and Gy = (V,E) be

the affiliation-switch graph. A directed weighted edge (i, j)y ∈ E connects party i

to party j if there exists a candidate who switched affiliation from party i to party

j in the election cycle year y. The weight wy
ij is the total number of candidates

switching from i to j in year y.
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For example, assuming a candidate c, three parties p1, p2, and p3, and three

election years, y1, y2, and y3, where y1 < y2 < y3. A few scenarios can occur:

• If a candidate c runs in election year y1 for party p1, and in elections years y2

and y3 for party p2, the movement yields one directed edge (p1,p2) for year

y2. There is no contribution to the graph for year y3 from c staying in the

same party (p2) in years y2 and y3.

• If a candidate c runs in election y1 for party p1, in y2 for party p2, and in

y3 for party p3, the movements will yield edge (p1,p2) for year y2 and edge

(p2,p3) in the party graph for year y3.

• If a candidate c runs in election y1 for party p1, does not run in election y2,

and runs in election y3 for party p2, such movement yields one edge (p1,p2)

in the graph for the year y3. This means the movement is only consolidated

when the candidate reappeared in election y3.

4.2.2 Dataset

We used a dataset of more than two million candidacies in Brazil (legislative and

executive) from 1998 to 2018. The raw data is provided by the Brazilian Depart-

ment of Elections1 and is freely available online.

We mined the dataset to retrieve affiliation switches. Then we generated ten

networks, one for each election year, according to the scheme described in Section

4.2.1 and Figure 4.1. We found a total of 392,457 affiliation switches within twenty

years of election data. A summary of each network is provided in Table 4.1.

1http://www.tse.jus.br
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Table 4.1: Summary of the network characteristics for each election cycle.

Election Year Nodes Edges Total number of
switches

2000 29 438 1,512

2002 30 561 3,146

2004 30 695 73,296

2006 32 651 4,591

2008 32 736 85,337

2010 32 640 4,127

2012 34 814 89,344

2014 37 784 5,587

2016 38 1,100 117,667

2018 38 1,004 7,850

4.2.3 Structural evidence via community analysis

Community detection to analyze the political scenario and its ideology dynamics

has been recently investigated using roll-call data [75]. In this work, we investigated

the properties of the party-switching networks with regards to community structure

and partisan ideology by applying the SBM method (see Chapter 3 Section 3.2.5

for details). In the context of political networks defined by affiliation switches, a

community means a group of parties sharing a higher rate of member exchange.

We measured the ideological homogeneity among parties within communities to

test the relationship between communities and ideological positions. Communities

were assigned to the predominant position of parties within them (according to

Table 4.2). When a party has a position different from the predominant of the

community we accounted it as amiss. The proportion between the sum of all misses

in a network and the total number of parties in it, is the measure of ideological

influence on candidates movements, and is represented as a matching percentage.
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Table 4.2: Parties classification based on their positions in the left-right ideological
continuum as proposed by Miguel and Machado [120].

Left Center Right

PT,PCB, PSTU PMDB, PSDB PP, PPB, PPR

PCdoB, PCO, PDT PFL, PRN

PHS, PMN, PPS PDC, PL, PTB

PSB, PSTU, PV PSDC, PSC,

PGT, PRP, PAN,

PSL, PTdoB, PSD,

PRONA, PST

Figure 4.2: Normal distribution modeling the ideology of political parties. Political
parties have an ideology position located anywhere within the ideology spectrum.
Parties’ ideologies are normally distributed (N (µ, σ)) around the mean µ with
party ideology dispersion represented by the standard deviation σ.

4.2.4 Ideology of political parties

We represent the ideology of individual party members as a value in a one-dimension

left-right ideological continuum, where 1 denotes the extreme left, and 10 the ex-

treme right, a convention largely adopted in the literature. Also following the

political-science literature, we model parties’ ideology using a normal distribution

N (µ, σ), where the mean µ is the party ideological center, and the standard devi-

ation σ is the ideological spread of party members (Figure 4.2).
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We assume that the switches in party affiliation by politicians (Section 4.2.1),

when accounted at a sufficiently large scale (e.g., country level), should influence

the ideologies of both the origin and the destination parties. These assumptions

are grounded in many studies in social networks that investigated the effects of

affiliation switches among social groups (e.g., company board interlocks) [26, 79].

The ideology of the party of origin is affected by the loss of its members, and

the ideology of the destination party is affected by the new members’ arrival. We

also assume that the degree of change in party ideology resulting from affiliation

switches is a function of the magnitude of the movement (e.g., the number of politi-

cians), the ideological distance between the two parties, and, the size (e.g., number

of running politicians) of both origin and destination parties. We further assume

that politicians switch parties because their own ideology aligns better with the

destination party. We think that this ideological-affinity assumption is reasonable

given the large scale of our analysis, even though there can be many reasons for

a politician to switch parties. Since our data include all candidates to all elected

positions, sporadic affiliation switches that happen contrary to politicians’ ideo-

logical affinity should have their influences averaged out leaving mostly ideology

influences as a net result.

We modeled party switches by applying a sampling procedure. Since the ideol-

ogy of each party is represented by N (µ, σ), we can sample the moving members

out of the origin party, and merge them into the destination party. To account

for the ideological affinity of the leaving members with the destination party, we

skew the sampling area in the party of origin towards the direction of the destina-

tion party. Here, the skewed sampling probability is given by a Beta distribution
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Distance Distance

a b

Source Target Sampling area SourceTarget Sampling area

Figure 4.3: Sampling of switching politicians based on ideological distance follow-
ing a Beta Distribution B(α, β). The parameters α and β which are proportional
to the distance between the origin and destination means (µi, µj see Figure 4.2) are
shown as vertical dashes. The longer horizontal arrows show the most likely shift
in ideology. Because the model is probabilistic, there is also a possibility of the
shift occurring in the opposite direction (shorter arrows). Continuous horizontal
arrows represent the shift in the origin party while dashed arrows represent the
shift in the destination party. In panel a, the destination party is on the right,
hence the politicians on the right side of the origin distribution are more likely
to leave. Conversely, in panel b the destination party is on the left, hence the
politicians on the left side of the origin distribution are more likely to leave.

B(α, β) with probability density function defined as:

f(x;α, β) =
1

B(α, β)
xα−1(1− x)β−1, (4.1)

where:

B(α, β) =
Γ(α)Γ(β)

Γ(α + β)
, (4.2)

and Γ(α) is the standard gamma function, given by:

Γ(α) =

∫ ∞

0

xα−1e−xdx. (4.3)
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Formally, let N (µi, σi) and N (µj, σj) be ideology distributions of the origin

and destination parties, respectively. We define the parameters (α, β) of the Beta

distribution proportional to the ideological distance between the parties, defined

as |µi − µj|. The relationship between α and β is defined as follows:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
α > β, if µi > µj

α < β, if µi < µj

α = β, if µi = µj.

(4.4)

For all cases, we set α, β ∈ [1, 10], with the variation in between determined by

the ideological distance |µi − µj|. When α > β, we set α = 10, and β ∝ |µi − µj|.

The opposite case works similarly, for α < β, we set β = 10, and α ∝ |µi − µj|.

For cases when parties have the same ideology score, we set α = β = 10. Any

configuration of α and β > 1 yields a similar behavior of the Beta distribution.

The choice of the 0−10 range maintains the consistency with the adopted ideology

range [161]. The three cases (Equation 4.4) skew the sampling area to the left,

to the right, or the same as the distribution of the origin party N (µi, σi), which

occurs when α = β and α > 1. The first two cases are depicted in Figure 4.3.

As politicians switch from one party to another, we sample from the origin

partyN (µi, σi) and add to the destinationN (µj, σj). At every interaction (election

year), we keep a table with the number of running politicians and position of every

party. The size of each party’s pool of members is adjusted at every iteration

(i.e., election cycle), to be the number of politicians running in that party for any

election year. We initialized the model with means and standard deviation using
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elite survey data reported by Zucco and Power [161], as shown in Table A.1. The

procedure was repeated for all election years in the dataset.

4.2.5 Comparison with a configuration model

The input of the ideology model are graphs representing the switching patterns of

politicians among the political parties. To assess our model’s ability to capture

structural components of the party switching networks, we compared it with a

randomized configuration model [63].

For each graph, we generated a randomized counterpart by shuffling the edges

and maintaining the degree distribution. For each election year and for each affilia-

tion switch, we fixed the origin party and sampled the destination with replacement

from the set of active political parties in that year. This procedure creates parallel

edges, which are then collapsed into edge weights. The method yields one random-

ized graph for each election, which are input into the ideology model described in

Section 4.2.4. The distributions of random and empirical graphs are shown in

Figure 4.6.

4.3 Results

The outcome of the community detection analysis suggests that inter-party migra-

tions are coherent with the party ideology. As shown in Figure 4.4, the networks

became more representative of the switching phenomena over time as increasingly

more switching information is mined from electoral data. However, the high match-

ing rates shown in Table 4.3 were unexpected due to the higher density of later
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Table 4.3: Communities and the matching rate to the political ideological position
described in Table 4.2. The % matching is computed by the number of correctly
classified parties (for all communities) divided by the number of parties in the
network.

Network # Communities % Matching

2000 7 69.5%

2002 6 80.8%

2004 8 73.2%

2006 6 79.8%

2008 6 68.2%

2010 8 71.5%

2012 6 63.4%

2014 6 73.1%

2016 7 73.2%

2018 7 60.0%

years’ networks (e.g., 2016 and 2018), in addition to an alleged lack of strong

ideological roots for most of the political parties in Brazil [174].

The community detection analysis shows a tendency of parties of similar ideol-

ogy appearing together. This structure also shows a type of ideological locality, i.e.,

despite changing affiliations, the majority of politicians tend to move to groups that

are ideologically closer to those with which they have been previously affiliated.

Such a structure is indicative of the existence of ideological affinity in affiliation

exchanges among parties and provides ground to the assumptions in our model of

parties’ ideology.

Underlying our modeling assumptions is the consideration of political parties as

social groups. These groups interact with each other through affiliation exchanges

which were aggregated every election year. On each interaction, the group’s ideol-

ogy was recomputed based on the positions of the incoming and outgoing members
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(e.g., the ideological position of a party in 2004 was used to compute its position

in 2006). This allowed us to create a temporal trajectory of the political parties’

ideologies as shown in Figure 4.5.

Recomputing the ideology after every election cycle accounts for two important

assumptions. The people joining the destination party will “integrate and blend

in” with the party’s ideology. Similarly, the new members bring their previous

beliefs and idiosyncrasies into the group, thus, changing its ideology. These effects

represents the bidirectional nature of social influence in which the group influences

its new members whereas the new members also influence the group [68].

The number of first time candidates and of candidates loyal to the party (can-

didates that never run in other parties) play an important role in party stability

regarding ideology shifts. Large parties will be more stable since the size of the

influx of members, which translates into ideology changes, is proportional to its

size. That is, a party with a high proportion of loyal and new members in its pool

of members is less susceptible to ideology shifts. Conversely, when a small party

receives a high number of new members, proportional to its size, such party is likely

to suffer a significant change in its ideological leaning as a result of the influence

of the new members. Additionally, this effect is proportional to the ideological

position from which the incoming members originated.

Our model captures interesting events in the party dynamics of Brazilian pol-

itics. It is not our intent to delve into the field of comparative politics, to which

we refer the interested reader to an excellent accounts in comparative analysis of

Brazilian contemporary politics [143, 21]. Nevertheless, we point out the results of

our model that remarkably captured or anticipated important developments in the

Brazilian political landscape. One example of these events was a split that occurred
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within the Workers Party (PT) in 2005 when many of its affiliates left the party

to create the Party of Freedom and Socialism (PSOL). As a new party, the PSOL

had very few elected officials, making it impractical the use of roll-call data models

to evaluate the party’s location in the political ideological spectrum [142]. Our

model placed the PSOL close to the position of the Worker’s party, from which

most of its members came. Not surprisingly, a few years later, the position of

PSOL was quantitatively estimated as a left-wing party using roll-call data [175],

in agreement with our predictions.

Another interesting observation was the rightward movement of the PSB (So-

cialist Party of Brazil). Notice in Figure 4.5 that in the beginning of the 2000’s,

PSB was a left-wing party. Our model shows a rightward movement which is also

mentioned by comparative politics analysis [161, 120]. PSB’s right shift coincides

with a key moment of Brazilian politics in modern times, which was the impeach-

ment of the left-leaning president Dilma Roussef [136]. In this period, the PSB

joined forces against the party of Mrs. Roussef, and the party voted overwhelm-

ingly to oust her from power both in the House and in the Senate. Since then, the

party has been often split on whether or not to support the reforms proposed by

the subsequent president Michel Temer. Our model suggests that PSB lost most

of its right-leaning members, pushing the party’s ideology back to the left.

Our validation experiments aimed at ensuring that our model captures the

structural characteristics observed in the network. Figure 4.6 shows the empirical

and shuffled distributions of distances of affiliation switches for all election years.

The configuration methodology yields a distribution of distances centered in the

middle of the ideology spectrum because the targets are randomly sampled out of

all parties active in a given year. On the other hand, the distribution of distances
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from the empirical data shows a clear tendency of shorter distances, consistent

with the community detection analysis.

4.4 Final considerations

Political parties are an essential component of modern democracies. Hence, un-

derstanding their dynamics and characteristics is paramount. In this work, we

proposed an approach to estimate the ideology of political parties based on their

members’ affiliation exchanges. We show that our methods can capture the ide-

ology of new or less-represented political groups, a scenario in which traditional

methodologies could not be applied. Our model can position parties in the ideolog-

ical spectrum regardless of their size or level of representation as long as affiliation

data is available. To test our model, we identified affiliation switches by min-

ing a large longitudinal dataset from Brazilian elections, where party-switching

affiliations is a well-known behavior among politicians [43].

In here, we showed that our results are consistent with the phenomena of

ideological locality by comparing the empirical results with a network configuration

model. However, our model is suitable for uncovering a macro view of the political

landscape. Unlike roll-call data models, our methods are not suited to estimate

ideal points at an individual level, which can be adjusted for both individual and

group level studies. Furthermore, the applicability of our method is suited to

situations in which the roll-call data is scarce for certain political parties in multi-

partisan systems.

An important aspect of our work, is its potential to be generalized to any

social groups. There are many cases of well-structured groups in which affiliation
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switches play a role in the group’s general characteristics such as academics in

research institutions and dynamics of employees in companies. Modeling social

group characteristics from members affiliation dynamics can potentially leverage

the knowledge of several underlying social phenomena.
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Figure 4.4: Networks of inter-parties movements for the elections in the period
from 2000 to 2018. The nodes’ colors correspond to their communities while sizes
are proportional to the nodes’ total weighted degree. In the first year, the network
has low density and there is scant evidence of structure. As more data is added
the structure of party clusters became evident.
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Figure 4.5: Positions of political parties. The starting points from Zucco and
Power [161] (Table A.1) are from the election year of 1998. The points shown for
year 2000 are already computed from our model. The points of interest are the
location of the party in any election year. The error of each score is shown with
the same color in higher transparency. Movements to the left or to the right along
the ideological spectrum represents the dynamics of the churn rate of members in
any election year. The stability of a party to its current ideology depends on the
number of loyal and newly acquired members.
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Figure 4.6: Comparing the distribution of ideological distances between origin
and destination parties for the empirical results and a configuration model as a
theoretical baseline system. The main panels show the density distribution as
histograms whereas the insets depict their corresponding cumulative distribution
functions (CDF). When we compare the distance distribution between all origin
and destination parties (green) with the baseline distances, should both endpoints
of a party switch were picked at random (orange), we can see that, in general,
the observed distances are significantly smaller than the ones from the randomized
networks (See Section 4.2.5 for methodological details on our baseline model).
Indeed, the model captures the structural phenomena of ideological proximity, as
the switches tend to take place over shorter distance. Not surprisingly, the same
trend had already been evidenced by community analyses.
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Chapter 5

Dynamics of Academic Affiliations

5.1 Background

The human nature of association in social groups as well as the dynamics of switch-

ing from group to group have implications spawning through many of the institu-

tions that structure modern societies. In academia, these institutions are organiza-

tions, from which people switch affiliations to and from, throughout their academic

careers. The exchange of academics among educational and research institutions

is fundamentally related to the formal process of knowledge generation. But also

affects academics’ career decisions, education directions, and scientific discoveries

in general.

Changing affiliations is an integral part of academic life, academic mobility has

been found to promote a healthy exchange of ideas [147], disseminating knowl-

edge and practices that would otherwise be retained in the places in which they

emerged [125]. Conceptually, when one academic moves from one institution to

another, such movement affects the body of knowledge of the institutions involved
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in the process. Furthermore, the vacuum of knowledge left, as well as the mixing

of knowledge in the new institution gives rise to complex interactions that are

challenging to uncover. Indeed, affiliation switching in academia is an inherently

social phenomena as there are many reasons behind the decision of an academic

to choose institution A over institution B. These include perceived institution’s

prestige, tradition in a particular topic of research, funding opportunities, salary

negotiations, family matters, and many others [30]. All of these factors combined,

affect academic mobility, which itself can affect the factors that determined it in

the first place. The circular nature of these influences is very characteristic of

complex networked systems [112, 159, 167].

The complexity arising from affiliation switches in academia, to the best of

our knowledge, has not yet been investigated. Research works that are closer to

academic mobility, approached it from a top-down perspective [125, 166]. That

is, they identify a social and structural problem in the academe, and move on to

scrutinize existing datasets that have the potential to shed light on the problem

at hand. This approach has been used to characterize the systemic inequality in

academia by exploring a hand curated dataset of faculty hiring [30]. The data was

collected by web-crawling from specific institutions in their departments of history,

business, and computer science. From the data, they built the so called “faculty-

hiring networks”. Their main findings are that prestigious institutions dominate

the job-market of faculty hiring, and that even in the digital age, scientific ideas

spread mainly by hiring.

In this chapter, we investigate the structural properties of a network of institu-

tions linked by academic affiliations switches in the field of Computer Science. Our

dataset extends for over 30 years, covering some of the foundational developments
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of the field of Computer Science. To do so, we cleaned the data applying a wide

variety of data curation techniques, including the collection of additional data. By

leveraging the power of large datasets combined with techniques from data mining,

natural language processing, and network science, we put together a set of results

that help further the understanding of the complex social phenomena embedded

in the network of switching academic affiliations.

5.2 Methods

In order to model the dynamics of academic affiliations, we consider the same

framework of group to group interaction described in Chapter 4. That is, whenever

an individual from one group, in this case, an academic institution, joins another,

we determine that there is a relationship between these groups, assuming that upon

the affiliation switch they have a latent level of commonality in their constituency.

5.2.1 Network model of academic affiliation switching

The academic networks are composed of institutions representing nodes and links

representing the relationship among the institutions whenever academics switch

affiliation between any pair of institutions, as shown in Figure 5.1. We formally

describe the process as follows. Let V = {1, . . . , n} be the set of academics institu-

tions and Gy = (V,E) be the affiliation exchange graph. A directed weighted edge

(i, j)y ∈ E connects institution i to institution j if there exists an academic who

switched affiliation from institution i to institution j in the year y. The weight wy
ij

is the total number of academics switching from i to j in year y.
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Figure 5.1: The affiliation switches of academics between institutions (A), yields
a network of institutions (B). Each affiliation change is a connection between two
institutions. The result is a network where nodes represent institutions and edges
represent the connections among them. The weight wy

ij of an edge represents the
ij total number of academics switching from i to j in year y.

The process above generates one network per year for every year in the data.

To aide the understanding of the academic switching phenomena, we computed

a set of structural network metrics such as WCGC, weighted degree distribution,

betweenness centrality, clustering coefficient, average path length, and community

structure.

5.2.2 Dataset

5.2.2.1 Acquisition

The original data was acquired through web-crawling [45, 46] to study collabora-

tion networks. The publications’ metadata was collected from the Association for

Computing Machinery (ACM) Digital Library, which included publications from

1951 to 2010. Table 5.1 provides a summary of the dataset. Notice that [47] re-

ports 62,758 authors, since the aim was in publications with more than one author.
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In this case, for authors with multiple affiliations, we only considered the first affil-

iation under the assumption that this is the author’s most relevant appointment.

Table 5.1: Summary of raw and curated datasets

Description Raw Data Curated Data Curation Reduction

Publications 554,706 481,403 13%
Authors 160,693 147,995 8%

Institution affiliations 107,302 5,531 95%

5.2.2.2 Data Curation

The main task of data curation was the standardization of affiliation names. A

common problem with publication’s metadata is the variety of ways in which au-

thors report affiliation. For example, an author affiliated with the University of

California Los Angeles might publish under affiliation UCLA, UC Los Angeles,

UC at Los Angeles, Dept. of Computer Sciences, UCLA, and all the variations

thereof. Additionally, different publication venues might recommend including full

addresses in the affiliation strings, further increasing the efforts to achieve stan-

dardization. Overall, data consistency is one of the main issues in datasets con-

taining digital traces of academic mobility, particularly the problems of author [93]

and affiliation disambiguation [57]. There have been large scale efforts to improve

the inference of affiliation in bibliographic data [90]. However, state-of-the-art

methods, even the ones using very large datasets, only achieved a maximum of

72% accuracy [168].

A separate issue are affiliations reported in different languages. This is fairly

common for institutions where English is not the primary language. For in-

stance, an author can publish a paper under affiliation University of Montreal,
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and the same author can publish under Université de Montréal or even University

of Montréal. The punctuation and combination of English and other languages for

the affiliation adds another layer of complexity in the standardization procedure.

When the original data was collected, the goal was investigating the effects

of geographical distance in collaboration networks [47], hence standardization was

less of a problem. In order to reuse the dataset, we applied a set of data-cleaning

techniques to standardize the names of the institutions, described as follows.

a) Removal of records with short strings: many records had very short

strings, often times containing only the country code, or a few meaningless

characters due to encoding issues.

b) Additional data collection and translation: to address the issue with

institutions with names in different languages, we collected additional data

from www.4icu.org. This dataset contained 13600 institutions with their

English and primary language names (when other than English). We parsed

that data and matched with the ACM dataset. This allowed us to standardize

all the institutions with an English name.

c) Aggregation and Self-cleaning: using aggregation, we could identify the

most common occurrence of affiliation names, and then we combined sub-

stringing with Levenshtein distance to find and merge duplicated entries.

d) Manual verification: in many cases, a manual renaming of aggregated

fields was necessary. For instance, in 1970, the University of Paris split

into thirteen institutions. Many authors published papers interchangeably

using the university number name, e.g., University of Paris 5 or its other

name Paris Descartes University. Furthermore, in recent years many of these
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Here, we propose and apply a unified framework to the fields of
topic modeling and community detection. As illustrated in Fig. 1, by
representing the word-document matrix as a bipartite network, the
problem of inferring topics becomes a problem of inferring commu-
nities. Topic models and community-detection methods have been
previously discussed as being part of mixed-membership models (39).
However, this has remained a conceptual connection (16), and in prac-
tice, the two approaches are used to address different problems (32): the
occurrence of words within and the links/citations between documents,
respectively. In contrast, here, we develop a formal correspondence that
builds on the mathematical equivalence between pLSI of texts and
SBMs of networks (33) and that we use to adapt community-detection
methods to perform topic modeling. In particular, we derive a non-
parametric Bayesian parametrization of pLSI—adapted from a hierar-
chical SBM (hSBM) (40–42)—that makes fewer assumptions about the
underlying structure of the data. As a consequence, it bettermatches the
statistical properties of real texts and solvesmany of the intrinsic limita-
tions of LDA. For example, we demonstrate the limitations induced by
the Dirichlet priors by showing that LDA fails to infer topical structures
that deviate from the Dirichlet assumption. We show that our model
correctly infers these structures and thus leads to a better topic model
than Dirichlet-based methods (such as LDA) in terms of model selec-
tionnot only in various real corpora but also in artificial corpora generated
from LDA itself. In addition, our nonparametric approach uncovers to-
pical structures on many scales of resolution and automatically
determines the number of topics, together with the word classification,
and its symmetric formulation allows the documents themselves to be
clustered into hierarchical categories.

The goal of our study is to introduce a unified approach to topic
modeling and community detection, showing how ideas and methods

can be transported between these two classes of problems. The benefit of
this unified approach is illustrated by the derivation of an alternative to
Dirichlet-based topicmodels, which ismore principled in its theoretical
foundation (making fewer assumption about the data) and superior in
practice according to model selection criteria.

RESULTS
Community detection for topic modeling
Here, we expose the connection between topic modeling and commu-
nity detection, as illustrated in Fig. 2. We first revisit how a Bayesian
formulation of pLSI assuming Dirichlet priors leads to LDA and how
we can reinterpret the former as a mixed membership SBM. We then
use the latter to derive a more principled approach to topic modeling
using nonparametric and hierarchical priors.
Topic models: pLSI and LDA
pLSI is a model that generates a corpus composed of D documents,
where each document d has kd words (4). Words are placed in the
documents based on the topic mixtures assigned to both document
and words, from a total of K topics. More specifically, one iterates
through all D documents; for each document d, one samples kd ~
Poi(hd), and for each word token l D {1, kd}, first, a topic r is chosen
with probability qdr, and then, a word w is chosen from that topic
with probability frw. If nrdw is the number of occurrences of word
w of topic r in document d (summarized as n), then the probability
of a corpus is

Pðnjh; q; fÞ ¼∏
d
hkdd e

$hd∏
wr

ðfrwqdrÞ
nrdw

nrdw!
ð1Þ

We denote matrices by boldface symbols, for example, q = {qdr} with
d = 1,…, D and r = 1,…, K, where qdr is an individual entry; thus, the
notation qd refers to the vector {qdr} with fixed d and r = 1,…, K.

Fig. 1. Two approaches to extract information from collections of texts. Topic
models represent the texts as a document-wordmatrix (how often each word appears
in each document), which is then written as a product of two matrices of smaller
dimensions with the help of the latent variable topic. The approach we propose here
represents texts as a network and infers communities in this network. The nodes con-
sists of documents andwords, and the strength of the edge between them is given by
the number of occurrences of the word in the document, yielding a bipartite multi-
graph that is equivalent to the word-document matrix used in topic models.

Fig. 2. Parallelism between topic models and community detection methods.
The pLSI and SBMs are mathematically equivalent, and therefore, methods from com-
munity detection (for example, the hSBM we propose in this study) can be used as
alternatives to traditional topic models (for example, LDA).
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Figure 5.2: Diagram representing the bipartite network of documents (publica-
tions’ abstracts/titles) and words occurring in the documents. Adapted from [70].

schools are merging back again. For the purpose of this work, we renamed the

affiliations to the most up-to-date nomenclature. Additionally, research in-

stitutes such as Italy’s Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche (CNR), or France’s

Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS), were all standardized

as one institution, regardless of geographical location. The same process was

adopted for private research laboratories such as IBM Research, Microsoft

Research, and similar.

The process itemized above was applied at once for a and b and was applied

iteratively for c and d until we reduced the data to numbers described on Table

5.1. We do not claim that the dataset is complete, the intention was to curate it

to a point that allows an attempt to study the underlying phenomena.

5.2.3 Publication’s Topic Modeling via community analy-

sis

Aiming to investigate the structural properties of the academic affiliation networks

with respect to research topics, we applied a topic modeling technique to catego-
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rize the publications. Unfortunately, the ACM dataset did not include publication

abstracts to allow such categorization. We addressed this issue by retrieving ab-

stracts from other data sources. Using publication title and/or DOI (Document

Object Identifier) we matched the publication records in the ACM dataset with

Semantic Scholar data [8], which is a large publicly available bibliographic dataset.

We were able to match 62% of publications in the ACM dataset with the Semantic

Scholar dataset. For the remained unmatched documents we used the publication

title. Before applying the topic modeling via SBM, we uncapitalized, removed

punctuation, lemmatized, and tokenized the words in the abstracts and titles. We

also converted non-ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange)

characters to their ASCII counterparts (e.g., é to e, ü to u).

Some of the ACM publications had a classification code from the ACM Com-

puting Classification System (CCS). This system is meant to provide a hierarchical

organization of publications in the computing field. CCS was originally proposed in

1982, and since then, went through many revisions, the most recent being 2012 [1].

We initially intended to use the CCS classification to investigate its relationship

with the affiliation exchange phenomena. However, many of the records included

in the dataset did not have a class code because they were indexed by ACM but

are originally from other publishers (e.g IEEE), hence the need for a general cate-

gorization technique such as topic modeling.

The most common method for topic modeling is Latent Dirichlet Allocation

(LDA) [15]. However, a recent work showed fundamental issues with the assump-

tions required in LDA, which assumes latent topics to follow a Dirichlet distri-

bution. They also propose a robust approach to address the problem [70]. The

new method is based in network science and uses the SBM method for commu-
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Table 5.2: Summary of network metrics for full network and giant component
(GC). Blocks is number of communities as found by the SBM method, Avg. CF is
average clustering coefficient, and Avg. PL is average path length (for a complete
summary, see Table B.1).

Year Nodes Edges % GC Size Blocks Avg. CF ±σ Avg. PL ±σ

1980 173 179 0.53 1 0.10± 0.02 4.45± 1.70
1990 508 823 0.80 1 0.10± 0.01 4.59± 1.50
2000 1071 2474 0.87 2 0.12± 0.01 4.29± 1.24
2010 2636 9971 0.93 13 0.11± 0.01 3.91± 0.98

nity detection (see Chapter 3) to find topics. They showed that retrieving topics

from corpora is equivalent to finding communities in a bipartite network of words

and documents. More importantly, they were able to do so in a non-parametric

manner, without any assumptions of how topics are distributed in the data.

We connected words and documents (abstracts) as shown in Figure 5.2, gener-

ating a bipartite network of 35,958 unique words connected to 452,766 documents,

which yields 15,667,313 weighted edges. Then, we applied the SBM community

detection method to retrieve the research topics. Since each publication has a topic

distribution, we have the means to infer topics per institution and per author over

time (see Figure B.2 for complement cumulative distribution function of words in

the publications’ corpora).

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Network structural analysis

The dataset from which the networks are built spans through a crucial period

allowing the networks to capture snapshots of Computer Science as it developed

and established itself as a field. During this time, scientific research in computing
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Figure 5.3: Weighted degree distribution (A) and betweenness centrality (B). Be-
tweeness centrality is calculated as an undirect and unweighted graph on connected
nodes. Complement Cumulative Distributions (1−CDF ) for the networks of 1980,
1990, 2000, and 2010. As the field of computer science grows, the probability of
finding a node with higher weighted degree or betweeness centrality increases.

experimented unprecedented growth. Within a 30 year period, the number of

institutions that published research of any form in Computer Science grew by

15-fold. Table 5.2 shows such growth in terms of scientific publications as an

increasing number of academic institutions are listed as affiliations. The growth is

represented with the higher number of nodes and edges in networks of subsequent

years.

Table 5.2 also contains the results for average clustering coefficient and average

path length. The former measures the extent of connectivity among the neighbors

of a particular node, and the latter is the mean number of hops from any two

pairs of nodes given by a shortest path algorithm (see Chapter 2 for details). The

combined low values of these metrics indicate properties of small-world networks,

which are pervasive in many complex networked systems [96, 165]. Furthermore,

the low variability of these results for an extended period of time indicate the
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existence of a stable process underlying the small-world properties which persists

over time without global perturbations [27, 99].

As the networks become larger over the years, the weighted degree captures

the scale of in and out flow of academics in a particular institution while betwee-

ness measures the centrality of the institutions in the graph as shown in Figure

5.3. Unlike the average path length and clustering coefficient, the probabilities of

weighted degree distribution and betweeness centrality changes considerably over

time, that is because these metrics are sensitive to changes with respect to size

(number of nodes and edges). Furthermore, the skewed pattern of the weighted

degree distribution is indicative of a “rich gets richer” phenomena [4, 11], which is

clear from the stretch in the distributions in the networks of recent years.

In general, the pattern of the distributions is preserved across different net-

works, the difference over time being the curve shifted due to the larger number of

nodes and edges. Although recently, there has been discussions about the general-

ity of the specific distributions of these phenomena, “rich gets richer” or preferential

attachment in the context of networks, is known to occur in many different com-

plex systems [92, 129]. In this context, it can be argued that productive academics

are attracted to prestigious institutions, these academics tend to publish more and

therefore attract additional funding, thus creating more research opportunities.

This leads to a concentration of academic prestige in a positive feedback loop akin

to circular causality [159]. Nevertheless, recent research has shown that perceived

prestige of traditional academic institutions overwhelmingly favors its members in

academia [154] and also hinders the spread of good scientific ideas. That is, highly

prestigious institutions receive more praise and credit than what is deserved, in

detriment of smaller ones [125, 127]
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The structure of metagroups1 in academic networks was investigated using the

SBM method of community detection. Figure 5.4 shows the evolution of group

structure over time. For the 1980s and 1990s, a well-defined group structure is

absent, such structure only appears in the 2000s and is clearly delineated in 2010.

Likewise, well-defined country patterns emerge within the communities, with the

US, Asian and European countries easily identified as the majority of institutions

within the community. American institutions appear to connect to institutions

from all over the world as they are present in practically all of the identified

groups. This can be attributed to the tradition of American academic institutions

in attracting investigators seeking better academic environments [97].

The overall organization of academic affiliation switches has a group of well-

connected institutions in the US that is detached as a community in the year of

2000. In 2010, that group seems to split into smaller communities as the network

becomes better defined. Notice that the split sub communities are all part of the

same branch in the SBM hierarchy (squared dots branching from the center). This

structure is in agreement with the increase in giant component size with respect

to the rest of the network as shown in Tables 5.2 and B.1.

5.3.2 Topic Modeling

The progress of scientific knowledge is inherently attached to the academics’ deci-

sion of which problem to tackle. However, the factors that influence the decisions

of why certain research topics take precedence over others are rather diverse [61].

1Assuming academic institutions are social groups, a group of academic institutions is there-
fore a metagroup.
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Stochastic Block Model algorithm with node overlap. Words are clustered on the
left, and documents are clustered on the right. The blue rectangles are topics,
the center-most rectangle represents the entirety of computer science areas, as
we move from the center to the periphery, the branches represent topics in more
specific areas of knowledge. The word clouds in the bottom are the third level
from the center (8 topics) sized by frequency.

Computer science is traditionally sensitive to investigate topics relevant to industry,

given the intertwined relationship of industry and academia concerning the spread

of computing technologies in modern society [111]. However, in the last couple

of decades, computer science percolated into other areas giving rise to highly in-

terdisciplinary fields such as bioinformatics [110], computational chemistry [28],

cognitive science [77], and computational social science [36]. We investigated the
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properties of the research topics in Computer Science and its relationship with the

structural characteristics of academic switching networks.

Topic modeling allows for the organization of research topics from academic

publications into a hierarchical and quantified manner. Figure 5.5 is a sample

from the word-document graph depicting such structure as inferred by the SBM

algorithm (see Methods in Section 5.2 for details). The topics are represented by

the tree of rectangles, which spans from the center square node into the periphery

leaf nodes (right are documents, left are words), going from general to specific

fields. The bottom of the figure depicts the third level (8 blocks) of topics with

the most frequent words in bigger size in the word cloud.

The link between publication and topic allows us to extrapolate the attribution

topic → publication, into topic → author, and also topic → institution. Figure

5.6 shows individual spider plots containing the distribution of topics in academic

institutions with high output in Computer Science research. Each axis in the radial

plot are one topic and the colored area represents the distribution of all the papers

published by the institution within the decade. Notice that differently from Figure

5.3 in which the curves are snapshots of each year, here we aggregated all the

publications in the referenced time period.

In Figure 5.7, we selected academics changing affiliations and named as authors

in more than ten publications. The minimum number of publications is an arbi-

trary choice assumed to provide a reasonable baseline that allows for capturing the

distribution of topics per incoming author over time. Also, the numbers reported

in Figure 5.7 are computed out of the fourth level of topics in the hierarchy of

topics in Figure 5.5 (55 topics). The curves are CCDF distributions of number of

topics per institution every first year of the decade, not all institutions meet the
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Figure 5.6: Radial plots with the distribution of papers among eight publication topics extracted
from the level three of the Stochastic Block Model for community detection (Figure 5.5) The patterns
of publication from each institution can be captured by its distribution among di↵erent topics.

Figure 5.6: Radial plots with the distribution of papers among eight publication
topics extracted from the level three of the Stochastic Block Model for community
detection (Figure 5.5) The patterns of publication from each institution can be
captured by its distribution among different topics.
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Figure 5.7: Distribution of topics from incoming authors with more than ten academic publications.
A trend in increasing the number of topics emerges as a pattern of hiring for most institutions in
recent years.

Figure 5.7: Distribution of topics from incoming authors with more than ten aca-
demic publications. A trend in increasing the number of topics emerges as a pattern
of hiring for most institutions in recent years.
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requirement of having incoming authors with more than ten publications in the

year, in which cases we plotted the curves only for more recent years (e.g., National

University of Singapore).

Overall, we report a trend in increasing the number of topics for incoming au-

thors in the majority of institutions. This is likely attributed to the fact that col-

laborations are becoming more common in academia [169, 121]. Also, our choices

of minimum number of publications are likely to select authors occupying fac-

ulty/permanent positions. In an increasingly competitive job-market in academia,

with record-breaking number of PhDs awarded every year [64], young investigators

seeking to settle in permanent positions are faced with stricter requirements [18].

The capacity to publish steadily and proficiently demonstrate scholarship and ac-

colade which are perceived as necessary to propel the prestige of the institution

they aim to join. Such an environment in combination with an increase in col-

laboration and the percolation of computer science techniques into other areas

is a possible explanation for the higher number of topics explored by academics

switching affiliations.

5.4 Final Considerations

In this chapter, we explored the phenomena of affiliation switches through the

lens of group to group interaction using a large longitudinal dataset of Computer

Science publications. We found that despite the sheer scaling of the field in recent

decades, the network of institutions based of affiliation switches maintained its

structural properties over time, suggesting the existence of a stable underlying

social mechanism. We also found that authors switching their affiliations in more
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recent years, tend to tackle a wider variety of problems than authors in previous

decades, which is possibly related to higher interdisciplinarity due to the general

increase in collaboration in academia. But also to the increasing competition in

the academic job-market leading higher demands in publication requirements to

acquire a stable position in academic institutions.

Affiliation switches in academia are a crucial component of academic life that

underlies many important questions involving the dynamics of institutions’ pres-

tige, concentration of funding, spread of scientific ideas, and interdisciplinarity.

Large scale datasets and data mining techniques coupled with advances in com-

putational social science can help clarify many unanswered questions in this area

and hopefully, provide a path for the development of mechanisms that helps speed

the rate of scientific discoveries.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

The advent of computer technologies and its widespread adoption in modern soci-

eties provides a rich source of data that can be used to investigate social phenom-

ena. In this dissertation, we leverage the use of large datasets and computing to

further the understanding of high level social group interactions through its affilia-

tion exchanges. First, we introduced an approach to assess the efficiency of group

(community) detection algorithms by comparing the community results with meta-

data structure. Then, we demonstrated that by using affiliation exchange data,

we are able to infer the ideology of political groups for cases in which traditional

political ideology models were not feasible (e.g., small political parties with no

roll-call data). And lastly, we explored the patterns of affiliation exchange in an

academic setting, by characterizing it at the macro level.

In general, research in social sciences suffers from the triviality plague. Results

and conclusions tend to be labeled as self-evident and expected. To exemplify

this phenomenon, in 1954, the sociologist Paul Lazarsfeld proposed the following

thought experiment. Lazarsfeld would say he was studying the behavior of soldiers
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deployed on the battlefield. He would state that based on his studies, he concluded

that soldiers coming from rural areas performed better than ones from urban areas.

To which people would say, well, this is only obvious! Men from rural areas are

accustomed to harsher living conditions, and it makes sense that they would do

better than their urban counterparts. But then, Lazarsfeld would say that his

observations actually led him to conclude the opposite, that men from urban areas

did better on the battlefield. To that, people would also say, well, that also makes

sense. Men from urban areas are used with hierarchical structures of power, which

are common in the military. Therefore, it makes sense that they would do better on

the battlefield. The problem here is that two conflicting results are making sense,

thus we have to be skeptical when using “common-sense” for these evaluations. The

conclusions we make when studying social phenomena can be deemed evident and

obvious, but unless such a study is performed, we would never know for sure [164].

To a certain extent, the conclusions we reached in this dissertation could also

be trivialized, regardless our work has limitations of its own. Our approach to

compare the efficiency of community detection assumes that the metadata is a

reasonable approximation of the ground-truth, but there might be edge cases in

which this is not true. Thus, the choice of method or algorithm might be dependent

on the network property one aims to maximize/minimize via community detection.

Despite the widespread adoption of computing technologies, data from affiliation

exchange can be hard to obtain, and even harder to clean (see Methods 5.2). Our

methodology of ideology inference is only feasible under multi-partisan systems and

would not be applicable to political systems such as the one in the United States.

We believe the model would still be useful if we had records of affiliation exchange

among the subgroups that are formed within the Democrat or Republican party,
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but such data is likely non-existent. Regarding the academic affiliation dynamics,

the movement itself from one institution to another is the culmination of a variety

of factors, most of which we can not measure. That means we can show the “how”

but at this point we can only speculate the “why” as it is challenging to disentangle

the driving forces leading to what is observed in the data.

In the specific case of political parties, the model could be enhanced to incor-

porate weights of moving politicians based on number of votes. Also, it could be

expanded to multiple dimensions by using bivariate normal distributions to model

party ideology and Dirichlet distributions for sampling moving members. For the

case of academics, it would be interesting to investigate affiliation exchange with

academic prestige which could be achieved by contrasting the institutional rate

of academic mobility with existing university ranking systems. Furthermore, the

interaction of social groups can be applied in many other contexts. In this work,

we explored the affiliation exchange to infer information from the group, an in-

teresting research direction is to invert the approach. Given groups with certain

characteristics, what levels of addition and subtraction can be made to maximize

a certain outcome. On a broader sense, understanding group to group interac-

tions can help us unveil the inner-workings of our society, and hopefully use the

knowledge to make it better.
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Appendix A

Supplement to Chapter 4

Table A.1: Initial positions of the model extracted from Zucco and Power [161].
The authors computed party ideology points from more than 850 responses from
legislators from both the House and Senate. The scale ranges from 1 to 10 where
1 is complete left and 10 is complete right.

Party Party Number Position Number of Candidacies

PCdoB 65 2.153 163
PT 13 3.388 1114
PSB 40 3.469 761
PDT 12 3.880 1042
PSDB 45 6.010 1207
PMDB 15 5.005 1436
PTB 14 6.860 837
PL 22 6.600 627
PFL 25 7.560 1044
PP 11 7.214 1089
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Figure A.1: Historic partisan splits in Brazilian politics captured by the ideology
model. A and B (detail of red dashed) shows a party splits that occured in
2012 when the right-wing PFL/DEM split and generated a new party called PSD.
Likewise, C and D (detail of red dashed) shows a split that occured in 2006 in the
left-wing party PT which generated a new party called PSOL.

A B

C D
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Table A.2: Descriptive data of currently active Brazilian political parties. These
institutions do not provide an English version of their names, this is a free
translation from the authors. Adapted from http://www.tse.jus.br/partidos/

partidos-politicos (In Portuguese). The interested reader can also find a de-
tailed history of Brazilian political parties in the link.
Party Acronym (s) Portuguese Name English Name Year of Foundation

MDB Movimento Democrático Brasileiro Brazilian Democratic Movement 1981
PTB Partido Trabalhista Brasileiro Brazilian Labor Party 1981
PDT Partido Democrático Trabalhista Labor Democratic Party 1981
PT Partido dos Trabalhadores Workers’s Party 1982
DEM Democratas Democrats 1986
PCdoB Partido Comunista do Brasil Comunist Party of Brazil 1988
PSB Partido Socialista Brasileiro Brazilian Socialist Party 1988
PSDB Partido da Social Democracia Brasileira Party of the Brazilian Social Democracy 1989
PTC Partido Trabalhista Cristão Christian Labor Party 1990
PSC Partido Social Cristão Social Christian Party 1990
PMN Partido da Mobilização Nacional Party of the National Mobilization 1990
PRP Partido Republicano Progressista Progressive Republican Party 1991
PPS Partido Popular Socialista Popular Socialist Party 1992
PV Partido Verde Green Party 1993
AVANTE Avante Onward 1994
PP Progressistas Progressives 1995
PSTU Partido Socialista dos Trabalhadores Unificado Socialist Party of the Unified Workers 1995
PCB Partido Comunista Brasileiro Brazilian Communist Party 1996
PRTB Partido Renovador Trabalhista Brasileiro Brazilian Labor Renewer Party 1997
PHS Partido Humanista da Solidariedade Party of Humanist Solidarity 1997
DC Democracia Cristã Christian Democracy 1997
PCO Partido da Causa Operária Party of the Worker’s Cause 1997
PODE Podemos We can 1997
PSL Partido Social Liberal Social Liberal Party 1998
PRB Partido Republicano Brasileiro Brazilian Republican Party 2005
PSOL Partido Socialismo e Liberdade Party Socialism and Freedom 2005
PR Partido da República Party of the Republic 2006
PSD Partido Social Democrático Social Democratic Party 2011
PPL Partido Pátria Livre Free Homeland Party 2011
PATRI Patriota Patriot 2012
PROS Partido Republicano da Ordem Social Republican Party of the Social Order 2013
SOLIDARIEDADE Solidariedade Solidarity 2015
NOVO Partido Novo New Party 2015
REDE Rede Sustentabilidade Sustainability Network 2015
PMB Partido da Mulher Brasileira Party of the Brazilian Woman 2015
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Table A.3: Party positions for each year as resultant from the ideology model.
Missing values marked as – for new/extinct parties were marked. Changes in
party name were account for in the labels while party merges were left as individual
entries.

Party 2000 2002 2004 2006 2008 2010 2012 2014 2016 2018

NOVO – – – – – – – – 5.37 5.39
PAN 6.22 6.23 6.22 6.26 – – – – – –
PCB – – 5.13 5.19 5.19 5.14 5.16 5.20 5.15 5.14
PCO – 5.30 5.32 5.26 5.18 – 5.21 5.18 5.21 5.23
PCdoB 2.16 2.19 2.15 2.06 1.91 2.05 2.04 2.04 2.14 2.10
PDT 3.89 3.89 3.87 3.84 3.78 3.77 3.62 3.58 3.42 3.36

PEN/PATRIOTA – – – – – – – 5.65 5.65 5.67
PFL/DEM 7.60 7.65 7.71 7.77 7.78 7.90 8.08 8.16 8.30 8.48

PGT 6.67 6.67 – – – – – – – –
PHS 6.62 6.61 6.65 6.63 6.64 6.68 6.72 6.75 6.83 6.90
PL 6.58 6.60 6.55 6.59 – – – – – –
PMB – – – – – – – – 5.38 5.38

PMDB/MDB 4.99 4.96 4.97 4.94 4.90 4.92 4.89 4.84 4.83 4.78
PMN 5.10 5.06 5.13 5.15 5.16 5.15 5.10 5.10 5.15 5.09
PP – – 7.32 7.40 7.52 7.61 7.68 7.76 7.75 7.83
PPB 7.21 7.27 – – – – – – – –
PPL – – – – – – 5.61 5.65 5.63 5.61
PPS 5.43 5.48 5.49 5.48 5.48 5.43 5.42 5.49 5.51 5.60
PR – – – – 6.67 6.67 6.78 6.75 6.80 6.87
PRB – – – 6.01 6.02 6.05 6.04 6.06 6.13 6.18
PRN 7.13 – – – – – – 6.06 6.13 –

PRONA 6.05 6.06 6.03 5.95 – – – – – –
PROS – – – – – – – 5.27 5.26 5.19
PRP 5.57 5.57 5.54 5.54 5.51 5.48 5.43 5.49 5.48 5.43
PRTB 5.90 5.86 5.84 5.90 5.89 5.84 5.82 5.83 5.83 5.82
PSB 3.44 3.42 3.35 3.32 3.21 3.14 2.95 2.92 2.83 2.66
PSC 6.31 6.32 6.32 6.30 6.32 6.29 6.27 6.31 6.33 6.41
PSD 6.13 6.16 – – – – – – – –
PSD* – – – – – – 6.03 6.04 6.09 6.11
PSDB 6.01 5.97 5.97 6.02 6.01 6.02 6.05 6.06 6.12 6.18

PSDC/DC 6.27 6.25 6.24 6.25 6.28 6.22 6.36 6.34 6.34 6.44
PSL 5.64 5.68 5.69 5.73 5.71 5.71 5.76 5.74 5.72 5.74
PSOL – – – 4.17 4.15 4.08 4.08 4.10 4.09 4.03
PST 6.32 6.38 – – – – – – 5.10 –
PSTU 3.37 3.36 3.40 3.44 3.43 3.44 3.44 3.42 3.41 3.42
PT 3.35 3.37 3.39 3.30 3.25 3.19 3.14 3.20 3.15 3.13
PTB 6.87 6.88 6.89 6.85 6.86 6.89 6.97 7.03 7.08 7.16
PTC – – 6.07 6.05 6.09 6.05 6.08 – – 6.17

PTN/PODEMOS 5.48 5.50 5.52 5.50 5.48 5.45 5.41 5.41 5.44 5.43
PTdoB/Avante 6.50 6.46 6.44 6.43 6.45 6.43 6.48 6.49 6.58 6.52

PV 5.55 5.57 5.56 5.54 5.51 5.52 5.44 5.49 5.50 5.55
REDE – – – – – – – – – 5.13

SOLIDARIEDADE – – – – – – – 5.30 5.21 5.23
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Appendix B

Supplement to Chapter 5
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Figure B.1: Complement Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF) of Publica-
tions per author and per institution. Both cases follow a heavy-tailed distribution
suggestive of generative scaling process as identified by previous works.
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Figure B.2: Complement Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF) of empirical
and theoretical values of word frequencies in the corpus of abstracts, citations per
paper, citations per author, and citations per institution, all of which are heavy-
tailed distributions which is suggestive of a “rich gets richer” phenomenon [122].
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Table B.1: Summary of network metrics from 1960 to 2010 for full network and
giant component (GC). Blocks are communities found by the Stochastic Block
Model algorithm. Avg. CF is Average Clustering Coefficient and Avg. PL is
Average Path Length.

Year Nodes Edges GC Nodes GC Edges % GC Size Blocks Avg. CF ±σ Avg. PL ±σ

1970 71 63 41 45 0.58 1 0.00± 0.00 4.49± 2.20
1971 77 68 24 25 0.31 1 0.00± 0.00 3.21± 1.46
1972 79 90 56 77 0.71 1 0.01± 0.01 4.51± 1.92
1973 106 103 63 76 0.59 1 0.06± 0.02 4.78± 2.25
1974 107 94 45 53 0.42 1 0.04± 0.02 4.80± 2.30
1975 129 144 89 118 0.69 1 0.05± 0.02 4.56± 1.79
1976 147 149 74 97 0.50 1 0.08± 0.02 4.09± 1.55
1977 151 163 105 135 0.70 1 0.04± 0.02 4.61± 1.67
1978 146 163 99 134 0.68 1 0.05± 0.01 4.47± 1.73
1979 163 165 103 130 0.63 1 0.05± 0.01 5.62± 2.43
1980 173 179 92 129 0.53 1 0.10± 0.02 4.45± 1.70
1981 210 229 134 180 0.64 1 0.02± 0.01 4.72± 1.70
1982 223 270 136 217 0.61 1 0.07± 0.01 4.15± 1.41
1983 257 338 174 287 0.68 1 0.05± 0.01 4.34± 1.49
1984 300 346 198 288 0.66 1 0.05± 0.01 4.79± 1.68
1985 382 564 310 520 0.81 1 0.07± 0.01 4.50± 1.45
1986 366 486 279 432 0.76 1 0.07± 0.01 4.75± 1.64
1987 498 908 410 846 0.82 1 0.08± 0.01 4.43± 1.45
1988 577 1058 479 998 0.83 1 0.09± 0.01 4.32± 1.32
1989 523 927 437 869 0.84 1 0.10± 0.01 4.40± 1.34
1990 508 823 408 757 0.80 1 0.10± 0.01 4.59± 1.50
1991 542 904 445 852 0.82 1 0.08± 0.01 4.44± 1.37
1992 466 707 370 652 0.79 1 0.08± 0.01 4.54± 1.50
1993 536 869 419 797 0.78 1 0.08± 0.01 4.37± 1.43
1994 683 1376 591 1321 0.87 2 0.12± 0.01 4.23± 1.26
1995 670 1157 567 1099 0.85 1 0.08± 0.01 4.53± 1.44
1996 638 1105 536 1046 0.84 1 0.07± 0.01 4.58± 1.44
1997 697 1140 555 1052 0.80 2 0.07± 0.00 4.75± 1.60
1998 764 1382 644 1303 0.84 1 0.08± 0.01 4.53± 1.40
1999 1003 2184 906 2122 0.90 1 0.11± 0.01 4.33± 1.25
2000 1071 2474 936 2392 0.87 2 0.12± 0.01 4.29± 1.24
2001 1172 2743 1031 2660 0.88 2 0.11± 0.01 4.31± 1.23
2002 1495 3918 1333 3817 0.89 6 0.11± 0.01 4.20± 1.12
2003 1630 4790 1485 4691 0.91 13 0.11± 0.01 4.18± 1.16
2004 1880 6407 1750 6327 0.93 9 0.12± 0.01 3.96± 1.04
2005 2452 9872 2269 9744 0.93 19 0.12± 0.03 3.81± 0.98
2006 2542 10463 2354 10340 0.93 23 0.11± 0.04 3.77± 0.96
2007 2680 10681 2512 10563 0.94 19 0.11± 0.02 3.85± 0.98
2008 2596 9781 2427 9675 0.93 12 0.12± 0.01 3.94± 1.01
2009 2810 11788 2650 11680 0.94 20 0.11± 0.01 3.89± 1.02
2010 2636 9971 2451 9852 0.93 13 0.11± 0.01 3.91± 0.98
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Figure B.3: Complement Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of empirical
values of in-degree, weighted in-degree, out-degree, weighted out-degree.
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